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Holland City News.
iin

yol.

VI.— NO.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, MARCH

6.

TUfEENGS,

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medicines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Artlcleu and Per- fumeries. Eighth street.

yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

A

V

SOILED CITY,

Emu,

-

By paid

“

Drugs, Medl- F

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGKND'S BLOCK.

Druggist & Pharmacist:a full
stock of goods appertaining to the business

VY

JOB PRINTINO PROMPTLT AND NKATLY DONB.

U., A CO., Dealers in all klndsofFur- 1
*Y1 niture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Holland:
Gknts:—
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.

vertisement.

_________

for ilrst insertion, and 25 cents for each

.

To balanceon hand at

“

........

| 3 m. | 6 j*. I 1 r.

350

..................

5 0u
8 00
00
17 00

“
“ ................1
Column
Xl “
...............
oo
“ ................
2
3

li

.................

r,

5
8
10
17
25
40

00

8 00
10 00
17 IK)
15 00
40 00
o;. oo

(K)

00
90
00
oo

annum.

$2.00 per

An Z before the Subscriber's name will den
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z X s
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.

“

O. J., Family Supply Store:
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.

Dr.

To balanceon baud

anunal settlement—
Ronds ............ $ 1,100 00
Cush ..............
282 39
— $ 1.382 39

General Dealer!.

which is

All of

respectfully submitted.

)

r

Clothing and Feed; Riveastreet.

Schmid,
J Dykbma,

rpK ROLLER, D„

W. Ckopley, )

S.

Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,

Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

G.

--

Van Schelvkn,

V

“

City Attorney.

“
“

DER VEEN, E.. Dealer In GeneralHardware; cor, Eighth and River street.

Leave
Train*.

Grand Rapids.

“

“ “
“
&
“
“ “
“

New

m.
m.
4.10 “ “
a.

p “

opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

RKCKIPT8.

Livery ml Sale Gtatlei.

ment .............................. $ 5,208 Oi
Fines from Justices....................
73 00

Buffalo

Chicago.

a.m.
12.15 p.m.
9.45 “ “

f 11.20

’

IYOONE A ALBERTI.
I

f 4.00“

A

Office

Livery and Sale Stable. Liquor Tax from County Treasurer ....... 1,700 78
and barn on Market street. Everything Primary
School moneys from County
rii

flrat-class.

• Dally except Monday.
+ Mixed trains.
$ Jbilly except Sunday and Monday.
Leave Holland for Ur. Itapida
Sundays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.

VTIBBELINK, J.

II., Livery and Sale Stable;
Office of Daily Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

iv

&r

Treasurer ........................... 429 50
Library moneys from County Treasurer..
17 18
Schools..

16
206
800
15

>

29
80
00
65

Loan for General Fund.... ..............
Interest on extendedtaxes ..............
Annual Assessment Roll for 1876BHO„ Wagon and Blacksmith
General Fund ............ | 2,600 00
I
Shop. Horstvehoelngand all kinds of repair6,743 80
School
ing done. River Street.
650 00
Fire Department Fund.
2,000 00
“ .
17'LIEMAN. J.. Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
1,774 90
Eighth Streetlmp’t “ ..
I1 Horse Shoeing and ail kinds of repairing
River
“ ..
1,040 67
pone. Cash paid for Furs.
Special tax (sidewalk).
85 88
State “ .............
637 44
County “ .............
2,220 35
Xerchant Tallori
Rejected
............
56 43
702 80
Collection Fees .........
TYOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
-$18,411 77
In ready made clothing and Gents’ FurnishWagoamikeri at! Blackialthe.

TMJKEMA A

s

time.

Poor
“

Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.

FROM GR’ND

RAPIDS

Expreeu. Mail.
P. M.
4 15
4 82
5 45
6 1!
6 19
6 35
6 50
P.M.
8 30
A.M.
6.00
A X.

140
A. X.
7 05
P. X
1 1&

STATIONS.

A. X.
Grand Rapidi.
7 30
7 44
Grandville.
8 26
Allegan.
Otaego.
9 41
9 19
Piainwell
9 85 Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
9 50
A. X.
White Pigeon.
11 30
P.X.
Chicago.
6 30
P.X.
5 00 Toledo.
P. X.
9 30
Cleveland.
A.X.
4 05
Buffalo.

Express. Mall.
A. X.
P. M.
10 10
9 55
8 45
8 16
8 07
7 35
7 35
A.X.
5 50
P.X.
10 40
P.X.
11 55
P.X.
7 40
P.X.
12 10

7 10
6 55
5 45
5 18
5 10
4 45
4 40
P.X.
3 95
A.X.
8 50
A.X.
8 30

AM
8 40
P.M.
7 55

“

O

ing Goods.

Total ......

YTORST,

W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchascd elsewhere, will be cut to order. Renairiug
promptly attended to. River street.

V

Returned taxes ............ $ 1,758 71
Cash ..........

Xiat Xarkiti.

North.
No. 2

p. ra.

p.

STATIONS.

m.

p.

Muskegon

8 20 12 15
7 45 11 45
7 40 11 40
fi 50
11 11
5 45 10 85
5 17 10 15
4 00
9 25

2
2
2
3
3
4
5

Ferrysourg

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

m.

---

$ 2,914 22
ected real estate tax ................93 11
Market, near corner
Eighth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of san- Rejected collectionfees .................92 69
ctlon fees temltted before Jan. 1, '77 009 71
ages constantly on hand.
U ncollected personal estate tax for which
warrant nas been extended .......... 84 60
T7-UITE. J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
Interest on extension of county tax ...... 8 80
IY vegetables;Meat Market on 8th street.
River high way bond and coupons.. 880 00

D

yANDERHAAR,

“

Xannfactorlei,Xillt, Shopi, Ite.

Monday, May 29, 1876.
Going
No. 3

............. 1,155 61

.

IJUTKAUW., New Meat

TAEMING. W.

doing
No. 7

$26,637 61

DISBURSEMENTS.

V

Effect,

“

;h streetbonds and interest ........1,970 00
H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
.........1.037 60
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper River
Public School Fund orders ............. 5.757 06
and twine; 8th street.

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Taken

.

,

TO GR'ND RAPIDS.

South.
No. 1
a.

m.

00

8 00
30 8 50
40
9 00
13
9 50
65 11 15
12 11 45
00 U 15

H.. Manufacturerof Plows, By
improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
regularKalqtnazoo,Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any snrronnding town. Plow

U

points ground to order. 10th street west of River

st.

Mowing Machines* cor.

“ “ “

“
Library “
~ Oep't “
Street “
ral
“

“
“
“
“
-

... ............ 1,854 22
18 20
700 15
River
1.382 89
5.868 18
ice on hand ........................ 2.90125
Total

..............................$26,637 51

PUBLIC SCHOOLS FUND.

ITEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
11 Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for

Dr.

10th A River street.

nnal settlement .......... $ 1,432 82
“ Primary school moneys ..... 429 50
Proprietors “ taxes for 1876 .............. 0,743 80
of Hugger Mill*; (Steam Saw anu Flour “ tuition moneys ............. 13 29
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.
% 8,022 41

PAUELS. VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

I

glireftenj.

Cr.

y ERBEEK, H. W.. A

CO., Proprietorsof the By paid orders ................$ 5,757 06
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build" bonds ..................
850 00
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
“ interestcoupons ...... 154 43

V

Attorasyi.

Notmr Pnblici

POST, HENRY D.,

Notary Public; River street.

Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;ColO UERBUUNE, S. W., Blendon,Mich., Attorney lections made In Hollandand vicinity.
Cj at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
riven to foreclosure of Mortgages
H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
Officein the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
v
and Insurance Agent. Office,V\ty Drug
Bolks Bros.
Store, 8th street.

L

WALSH,

,

Y

A NNIS. T. E., Phvslclan;residence, opposite
r\ 8. W. cor. Pabilc Square.

Bikerlei.

1>E8T. R. B. A McK., Surgeons and Physicians.
J. A. Proprletror of City Bakery;
1) Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich. Dr.
Coufectlonaryand cigars; Refreshments In
McK. Best will go to Eaat Sangatuck every other
Ais line served on call : Eighth street.
day for the next year, to keep himself in readiness

PESSINK,G.

L

for

Bonking ini lickings.

“
“
“
“
“
“
Scott “ “
“ “
“
“
HVandeVrcde “

F j
J

ort

“ “

“
“
“
“
"
«« “

•»

“

“ “
“ “
“ “
“ “
“

1 25
1 25
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l 1
1

“ “

Van Landegend room rent

1

professional calls.

J R Kleyn

10

65 60

“
Schoon “

H Nibbeling
J Do Spelder “

“

122
58

P Boot

$

..........

,T

1,86<i 92

“
“

I

River atrect apposite

ORRIS, 8.

L., Physicianand Surgeon. Office,
oyer E. Ha bold’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street.
TAI'

HL

Book* ini Stationery.

OCUOUTEN,

0

City Drug Store, Eighth street.

R. A. City Pnysiclan. Office at D.
R. Meenga’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
Pkotipapkir.

TTEROLD, E.,

Manufacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather. Finding
Eighth street.
'

iX

*

H

B. P. the leading Photographer,
Gallery opposite this office.

lOlUn.

Sntiit.

yAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of

p EE D. M
VJ flee on

T™k‘'

Va» Raalte.

and dealer in

“o

Srrtii XaiMast.
Bragi

ui

ktiidist.

(•a

Pahtu aad

Oils,

vivivs

auu

:

Ac., Eighth street.

INTERS, A.

M. Agent for Ottawa and Allegan Counties,for the ‘Dowe Sewing Machine/' Dealers In needles and attachments?
'IT’

jrauavv

Totaeeiul Cigars.

fPE ROLLER,

l

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco;
CigarMnufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

2ft

50
85
01
2ft

00
00
00
00
70
65
00

I

NATHAN

1874
hardware

Vanderveen

"

room

lumber

st

“ “
“
Roller “

Meengs

Atty

“

Kramer “ “

...

Clerk

Meengs “

“
“
Kramer “

.

.

“

.

Dept ....................... 12
D Te Roller 78 days Supervisor
146
4
Liq Assessor
8
4
Board of Rev
8
i Van Landegend 4 days Board of
Review ..................... 8
R K (inters 4 days Board of Rev
8
J W Minderhout 4 days Board of
Review ..................... 8
O Brevman 4 days Board of Rev
8
G H tfipp
M “
8

“

“
“

“
“

hauling

.

room

Ac

“ “

“

W

“

...
eng.

hi
st

“

“

.

Vnuren

Smits

“
“
“
.

TTIGGIN8,

25

.....

Wm

Boot! ini Ikon.

2ft

Cappon lau

i

T EDEBOER. B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office
^corner Eleventi) and

25

10
11 20
29 15
84 47

.......

‘

J

2ft

for

Van Landegend 5W cord stone 88
Van Landegend & Melis 2 pumps
Central Park &c ............43
Van Landegend & Melis hardware 63
R Kanlcrs room rent eng No 2 131
G Van Schelven City Printing
01
J O Doesburg special assessor
14
W K Flictstra “
14

.

River streets.

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

raising tools .......... 8 50
50
00 G W Miller rope Ac for pole. ... 18 65
balance on hand .......... 1,860 92
00 P Koning A Co bal Hay and grav 15 01
-$ 8,622 41
21 37
00 H Boone A Co
GENERAL FUND.
C H Carleton bal on hose ........ 123 12
Dr.
00 J Drost hauling eng to fire ...... 8 00
To balance on band as per last
annual settlement ........ $ 1,138 03
1 oo
00 L D Visser repairingjail .......
“ Liquor tax ..................1,700 78
Mrs Brandt cleaning council
62
" City licenses ................
173 50
22 02
00 A Van Vuuren labor on st
“ taxes for 1876 ............ 2,600 00
“ collectionfees on tax-roll...702 30
00 H Meyer furniture eng room ..... 7 50
“ intereston extended taxes
15 65
00 B Grootenhuis surveying ........ 2 00
“ relief money from K.SchadJ Jacobusen masonry on pole.
0 00
G
McBride
4
days
Board
of
delee, treasurer.......... 206 80
8 00
“ temporary loan .............800 00
Review ..................... 8 00 J Myrick damage on gate by
“ special tax (sidewalk) ...... 85 88
J A Roost 4 days Board of Review
8 00 J Van Anrooij keeping fire in eng
“ amount overdrawn ..........815 85
room 1876 ..................
12 00
-$ 7,238 79 J Verplanke ea) Marsha) ......... 850 25
A Van Raalte fence poets ........ 15 60
DTe Roller sal Director of the
Cr.
By paid orders ................. $ 5,868 18
Poor ....................... 87 50 B Dekker watching Jail ......... 1 50
11 Black River highway bonds 800 00
uyvuu surveying on Kiv
mv
o
6 ou
50
J
Roost
lumber ....... ......... 209 90 J C Brayton
80 00
“ interest on same ..........
W
Rozeboom
la:
zeboom
laying sods at Park 40 00
609 71
“ collection feea remitted ...
REGISTRATION, ELECTION, ROOM RENT, ETC.
“ rejected taxea on real estate
98 11
H Kenlyon grading Park ........ 200 00
collectionfees .....
92 69
Kantnrs ...................... $ 12 00 CrfQflK ibis
Engine
' . 100 00
.....
...Co uniforms
....... ......
“ uncollected tax on personal
H 0 Matiau .................... 12 00 J Roost 8 cords of stone ........ 4 27 00
estate,for which warrant
H Van Rij ......................
8 00 G Van Schelven copy session laws ‘ 2 50
84 60
is extended ............
GeiritWakker .................. 6 00 CVan Uerwijnen labor at park
** intereston extension of
8 75
county tax
J Van Lente .................... 8 00 K Van Haaften
“
85
95
transfer to Poor fund ....... 206 80
J Flieman ...................... 6 00 A Van
“
2 19
-$ 7,288 79
J W Minderhout ............... 6 00 M Lyzen
12 00
POOR FUND.
Cropley .................4 00 J
^
“
1 88
Dr.
J Dykems ...........
8 00 G Heckhuis teaming. .......... 25 00
To balance on hand at last an0 Breyman..
11 00 I Cappon tan bark .............. 8 68
nual settlement .......... $ 784 80
u taxes for 1876 ...... ........ 2.00000
J Dykema...
4 00 Purington A Co rope for pole.
4 25
“ transfer from Generalfund. 106 80
1 Fairbanks..
200 H Kenyon labor cen park ...... 18 50
-$ 2,991 10
G H Sipp ...................... 16 00 G J Dinkeloo painting cen pole , 1 50
Cr.
By paid orders ............ *.....$ 1,854 82
L D Vissers .................... 12 00 H Verwey teaming on st A
28 00
“ balance on hand ............ 1.186 88
G Van Schelven.... ............ 800 C Booijenga
.15 00
-% 2,991 10
P Schravesande ................ 8 00
50 00
TOtE DEPARTMENT FUND.
Snow.
225 P Van Den Tak labor on st A park 54 88
Dr.
D Kampermao ................. 6 00 W Rozeboom
g2 00
To balance on hand at last anJFJ On.
600 A D McDonald
nual settlement .........$ 247 70
28 18
Vorst.
525 W Rozeboom laying sods in park 45 00
“ tax roU for 1878 .............550 n0
“ transferfrom Maritet Square
C P Pwt .......................
3 00 C A Dutton planting trees in park 66 15
fund ..................... 3 6$
C Venchnure
600 J De Spelder teaming on street. 19 18
“ transfer from Dog license
A Westmaas. , • ••••«•
8 00
fund .....................
-86 80
$ 866 88
Post .........
5 50
( Continued on the Eighth Page. )
.

Phrilcimi
River street.

School Fund

*

hotel thronghont.

I

9.30

C Blom
L van Putten
II Elferdink
B Bosnian
P
J Van Hculcn
J van Putten

6

“ ““
“ “ “
“ “ “

00

Library “

PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicsr Proprietor;

p.

65 60

1,136 88
Fire Department
......... 196 73
86 02
Eighth street Imp't fund ....... 23 48
....... 3 07

pITY

a first-class

“
“
**
GJDlnkeloo“ “
Jr “ “

00
00
40

“ .......
27 70
bark .............. 120 00
P Stcenharl
street labor
10 03
J Dykstra
10 25
J Nieuwold
5 00
River
-$ 8,217 10 J Smits
15 52
General Fund overdrawn ............ 316 85
R Van Den Berg
9 00
0 50
Balanceon hand .................
$ 2,901 25 D Van Leeuen
J Van Os
7 00
All ot which is respectfully submitted,
10 00
G Daalman
H. Meengb, City Treasurer.
II Van Os
7 05
T Ten Houten
4 75
CEKTXFICATE OF DEPOSIT.
A Boezel
0 50
B Van Os
9 00
HoLLAMD (.‘ITT BANk,
H Van Lente
18 88
March 22, 1877. (
12 00
T\i* m to Certify, That the amount of L Boersema
9 88
moneys in the hands of Hendrik Mkengs, W Roozeboom
14 74
City treasurer, reported by him iu his an- G J Bloemcndaal
12 20
nual statement of Receipts and Disburse- J Bronkhorst
11 00
ments to be two thousand nine hundred CPik
0 00
and one dollars and twenty-fivecents J Van Den Hill
13 00
($2,901.25).stands placed to his credit as J Van Lente
13 00
City Treasurer, upon my books as follows: J Tc Vree
23 00
Cash ......................... $2,001.25 J De Fey ter
4 50
KENYON, Banker. C II Schols
II O Riley
14 00
A Dogger
0 00
STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES.
L Serier
5 00
5 50
DISBURSEMENTS in detail of the Gen- B Homkes
10 00
eral Fund.—
item of $5,868.18 in G Van Kerkfoort
L Van Mourick
8 88
Report of City Treasurer.
A R« ms
9 25
outstandingindebtedness at close of
L Hieftje
8 68
FISCAL YEAR, 1875.
J Stroop
0 88
L D Vissers salary as Aid
$ 50 00 J Kegeler
0 00
G J Hoverkule sundry
2 25 J Klootwijk
0 87
E
9 25 J Quartel
3 50
Mrs Brandt cleaning council
68 E Bouwman
5 50
Pauels Van Puttcn & Co
82 00 C Meerlin
5 50
J Overbeek wood ................
9 25
G Van Kerkfoort
11 0(>
N Kenyon extra gravel River
25 50 J Van Lente
7 00
G Van Schelven bal sal City Clerk 18 75 Juffers
10 00
J Verplanke
Marshal 89 75 D Boeve .
3 00
H
“ Treas & Col 22 50
A Dogger
6 00
D Te
“ Directorof
H O Riley
1 00
the poor .................... 12 50 I Fons
0 88
G W McBride bal sal City
22 50 G J Dinkeloo painting 4 trumpets
4 00
R A Schouten
“ City Physician 25 00
W //Finch conir of 12tbst job 100 00
J
Chief Eng
D Van Brugge blacksmithlng.
0 50
Fire Dept ....................
12 50 II Meengs sundries oil Ac .......
4 43
SALARIES FOR 1876.
J Quartel bal Maple st job .......
15 50
If Wiersema street Commissioner $862 98 P & E Winters blacksmitbingcen
pole ............ ..........
10 05
J A Roost salary City
206 25
H
Treas & Coll
275 00 P & E Winters repairs on eng No
1 A 2...-. ........... ......
7 75
G W McBride
City Attorney
58 88
85
R A Schouten
Physician 50 00 J W Minderhout freight on rope
II Tooren cen pole ..............49 99
J
Chief Eng Fire

Poor
Public

HOTEL. J. W. Mindeuhout, Proprietor.
\,i Builtin1878; Furnished Inelegant style, and

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. * 5.40

“
“
GYikdl **

Pauels Vsn Pulten & Co lumber
O J Doesburg City Printiug
T Venbuizen team work .......

RECAPITULATION OF BALANCES.

frem the Trains. Eighth street.

3.10 p. in.

3 58

Dr.
To balance on hand at lust an- •
nual settlement ...............
Cr.
By transfer to Fire Dep't Fund ......

ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalhman, Proprietor
iY First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and

14 44

8 58

DOG LICENSE FUND.

A

$5.15 a. m.

ba'ancc

on hand as

per last
s.-ttlcment .......................
Cr.
By transferto Flro Dcp't Fund .......

Eoteli.

Arrive at
Hollaiid.

Holland.

$ 2,428 06

Dr.

Gents:— In accordance with the provis-

MELIS, Dealeis in
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Implements; Eighth street.

V

Sunday, December 10, 1870.

7'<tten Effect,

----

Holland.

TAN LANDEGEND *

\

Chas
“
B
“
H Wiersema watching fire Oct 9
1870 .......................
B Kicft watching fire Oct 9 ’70
L Jacobuson
“ ““
SPathem
“ “ “
*4 4 |4

Ou

00
00
00
00
00

J

MARKET SQUARE FUND.

Treasurer's Office, City of Holland,
March «d, 1877.

yAN

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

800 00
237 60
“ orders 'bal. contract)..1,382 89
balance on baud ............8 U7

22d, 1877.

"

“

8
8
8
0
8
8
8
8
8
8

Council .................... 75 00

............... $
Means. Bypaldbonds
“ coupons ............

CITY TREASURER’S REPORT.

Hirdvm.

$ 2,423 06

ter

W McMartiu

Cr.

on

Ways and

1

“
Odell “
Rosendaal u

taxes for 18T6 ............... l,04u 67

PUTTEN 0„ General Dealers.In

Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.

V

at last

Committee

Dated: Holland, March

yAN

*•

RIVER STREET IMPROVEMENT FUND.

A

To

$3il ^oatli

.................. $ 1,160 00
Interestcoupons ...... 816 00
balance on hand ............ 23 48
-$ 1,999 48

•*

rpK VAARWERK,

L

lished without charge.

$ 1,999 46

By paid bonds

A., Groceriesand Supplies; a
ready market for country produce; a choice
slock always on hand ; cor. Eignth and Market st.

F

I\UURSEMAJ.& CO., DealersIn Dry Goods,
Is Groceries, Crockery.Glassware,Hals, Caps,

ohanues.
lines.

--

Cr.

yLIETSTRA,

Square ........ .......

last annual settlement .........
824 58
taxes for 1876 ..............1.774 90

$

qnent Insertion for any period under

1

EIGHTH STREET IMPROVEMENT FUND.

Groceries.

'oonths.

104 22

Dr.

J. M., & SON, General Dealers in
Furniture & Coffins; Eighth street. Sec ad-

IV

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

-$

EIDSEMA

TY

104 22

Cr.

Your Committee appointed to

“

Cramer

By paid order (re-blndlngbooks,! 18 90
oulance ou hand ............ 86 02

YfEYER

Finch

G J
P De Fey

$

rurniture.

“ “

H Koning

$

REPORT OF COMMITTEE.

H Oostenryk Special Police f
J Sherwin
A A
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threatening letters from anonymoussources
orderingthem to dischargetheir Chinese help or
suffer the oonseqences,and officers have been
warned that death will be their portion if they
attempt to discover who killed the Chinamen.
Rewards aggregating $3,600 have been offered
for the arrest of the assassins. Altogether it
is a very Ugly affair,and has created a general
sensation all over the Pacific coast country.

The Republican State Central Committee of
Judoe M. W. Gibbs, of Arkansas, a promi- the ChAirmanshlpof the Committee on Foreign ReNew Orleans has expelled P. B. 8. Pinchback nent colored politician,in a conversationwith lation*, and Mr. Hamlin wm assignedto the ponifrom the organization.... Ex-Go?. Wannoth, the president, the other dav, remarked thfif Co'11 iitte^'erryWil*miMlc Chairman of th? Postal
of Louisiana,has submitted to the Presidenta the nomination of Mr. Key as Poetmaster Omplan for settling the internal troubles of that en,] had excited some alarm among the colored
COMMERCIAL NOTES.
unhappy State. He suggests that the mem- People, but it was offset by tho norainatiou of
HOLLAND Ciry,; MICHIGAN.
bers of the Legislature whose seats are not con- Mr. Donglaiw, and he awnred the President
A firm in Newburgh, N. Y., is shiptested meet and pass upon the contested ones, that the colored people intendedto support him
Daily mails will soon be sent to the Black irrespectiveof all ReturningBoard figures. in his measures of reconciliation.Judge Gibbs ping lawn-mowersto England and GerHills. Postmasters have been regularly com- Then, after the result shall have been made says the President remarked in reply that he many. The orders are large.
known, let the completed Legislaturein joint was sincere in his policy, and would adhere to
migskmed at Deadwood and Custer, and as soon convention canvass the returns for State of- it unless it should prove impracticable. For
Australia imported rabbits to keep
APPOINTMENTS BT THfc PRESIDENT. 18 tl^r ,ioadH
the service will begin. ficers.Whoever shall be counted in bv this eight vears the policy of force and musket had down the weeds. She is now inu>orting /
- • .William Hayes, a prominent lawyer of Ban procedure let him be proclaimed the lawful oo- been tried in tlie South, but had failed, and weauels to keep down the rabbit*.
Prehxdlnt Hira h&a made the following Francisco, entered the room of the man- cnjiant of the office for which he was a can- public sentimentnow demanded a change.
The French say tliat their commerce
Federal appointments
aging editor of the Alta California,
In a letter to Senator Merrimon,of North
sprang
up from 5,800,000,000 francs to
Gen.
John
McComb,
and
demanded
a
reHon. George 8. BoutweU, to be a CommisAdam Johnson, Nelson Brown, Lucius Carolina, Postmaster General Key says that, in7,700,000,000 in consequenceof the Exnioner to prepare a new edition of the Revised daction of an article pubUshedin the Alla,
threateningin case of a refusal to shoot him. Thomas and John Henry Dennis, all colored, making his appointments to officeswithin his position of 1867.
Statutes.
John H. McFarland, Receiver of Public McComb knocked him down, chastised him se- were recently executed for murder at Aiken, S gift in the Postoffice Department, he shall alA Fittsfieli)manufacturer is sendiug
verely, t«ok away his pistol, and took him to
Moneys at Detroit, Mich.
8. Steve Anderson was to have been hung at ways give Republicans the preference,
station-house,where a charge of assault the same time, but was respited for thirty if suitable men are recommended whose selec- carriage mgs and bankets to South
fleW*nLH Moore» Pension Agent at Spring- the
with a deadly weapon was entered against lAn. days. --------tion will be satisfactory to the people most con- America, Norway and Sweden, and is
Arrangements have been made for the Tmcerned, but otherwisehe shall appoint Demo- enlarginghis mill, as a result of the ExJohn C. Lee, United States Attorney for the
GENERAL.
mediate survey of a railroadroute connecting
Northern District of Ohio.
crats — Wade Hampton has given a guarantee
.The amount of grain in sight in the United to the Presidentthat if tho United States troojis hibition.
John S. Owens, Register of the Land Oftice the Union Pacific with the heart of the Black
Hills gold region.
at Taylor’s Falls, Minn.
States and Canadas is as follows : Wheat, 10,- are withdrawn from South Carolina he will
No port so small now as not to be able
Charles B. Tyler, Register of Lands at New
779,145 bushels ; com, 12,20a 880 bushels oats, proceed against Chamberlain by process of to trade with Brazil direct. Richmond,
WASHINGTON.
Dim, Minn.
law. and that no violencewhatever will take
Va,, has just dispatchedtwo brigs to
Appointmentsby the President: Frederick 2,902,142 bushels ; barley, 8,478,162 bushels.
place.
Philip H. Emerson, AssociateJustice of the
Brazil leaded with flour, petroleum, and
W. Seward, to be Assistant Secretary of State ;
Jaw* Kinoan, the crooked Now York proFOREIGN.
Supreme Court of Utah.
clothing.
Henry Fisk, United States Marshal for the Lot M. Monill, CoUector of Customs for the duce speculator,who recently fled from the
The Colorado potato-beetle has been discovEastern Districtof Michigan.
city after swindling everybodywith whom ho
The London Times says tliat “ the
District of Portland and Falmouth, Me. ; Wm.
Thomas L. James, Postmaster at New York. Stone, United States Attorney for South Caro- had dealings, was found dead the other day, ered alive at Bremen, on goods brought from
supply of provisions from America can
James M. Wilkinson,Receiver of Public lina; Asa 0. Aldis, of Vermont, James B. How- on the track of the Inter-Colonialrailway, in New York — Peace has been concluded bebe poured unceasingly into this country
Moneys at Marquette, Mich.
ell, of Iowa, Orange Ferris, of New York, SouthNew Brunswick.One theory is tliat he was tween the Transvaal Republic and Socoooeni.
Jesse HUdrup, United States Marshal for the ern Claims Commissioners.Postmasters— Wm
Preparations are making in Edinburgh, without danger of exceeding the evermurdered for the money which be carried
Northern District of Illinois.
R. Holloway, at IndianapoUs ; NicholasFilbeck, another,that he was laboring under mental Scotland, for the approaching meeting in July growing demand.”
Orlando H. Merwin, Postmaster at Evanston. at Terre Haute; George Pfleger, at South Bend. aberration and committed suicide. Eight
Germany’s resolution is unshaken not
111.
of the Pan-Presbyterian Council. Delegates
Hon. John J. Knox has been re-appointed thousand dollars was found in the
to go into the Exposition of 1878. As the
Thomas Jernegan, Surveyor of Customs at
will
be
in
attendance
from
America
and
from
pistol-pocket
tho dead man...
Michigan City, lud.
ComptroUer
Currency. .. .Ex- A plan for the adjustment of the Southern the British colonies,and it is expected Director General will not recognize priM. J. Waldron, Marshal for the Western Dis- Gov. Osborne, of Kansas, is an ajv State debts has been matured by the conunit- that tho session will prove an vate exhibitors, and Germany refuses
trict of Tennessee.
important
results....
its results
____ to appoint the Commissioner through
plicant for the mission to Chili.... tee appointed for that purpose some time ago .1'1.,Portant
George F. Dick, Postmaster at Bloomington,
Rumor has Gen. Logan booked for the Brazil by the capitalists of New York. The plan lhe common appointedby the French whom the exhibitors must apply, the nonMission — Miss Ada Sweet will be retained as recommended has reference to the Tennessee j Aca(‘emJr of Sciences to investigatein regard
participationof the Germans seems a
S. H. Evans, Marshal for the Eastern District
, Phyllopera(insect)report tliat twentyPension Agent at Chicago.... Hon. J. M. debt— the New York committeehaving had a
of Tennessee.
fixed fact.
conference
with
the
committee
appointed
by
; “ve di^artments have been ravaged, and in
Tyner, late Postmaster General, has been apMichael Piggott Postmaster at Quiucv, 111.
the
Tennessee
Legislature—
and
contemplates
1 !nan-v “idiots poverty,privation and misery
pointed First Assistant Postmaster General
The smaller cotton ports did better
the issne of new bonds at the rate of 1 ,avo rePlac?d afliuence. In consequence of
low^^ Rn88Cl1’ Pofltma8terat Davenport, under Mr. Key. .Fred Douglass has been ajv 60
this year than New Orleans. The total
per • cent, of the aggregate amount ! 1 ie d^truction ol the vino-culturethe traffic
pointed United States Marshal for the District
receipts since Sept 1 were 3,407,024
the east.
of Columbia ; Reuben H. Stephenson, Surveyor of the principal and unpaid interest 0I\ra,iWB.VH a,1(l cinals Ims diminished, and the
up
to
July,
1877,
the
new
bonds
to
1 P^hc taxes do not yield enough to pay for
ifv.
1877
bales, against 3,295,251 last year ; but
The contest over the will of the late Commo- of Customs at Cincinnati; and Archibald M.
be payable in thirty years, and bear interest at j collectlonNew Orleans received 961,169 bales, as
Hughes
United
States
Attorney
for
the
Middle
dore Vanderbilthas been ended by all the conthe rate of 6 ])er cent payable semi-annuallvin | T»E news from the Mexican capital is to the compared with 1,059,892 last year. NorDistrict of Tennessee.
testantswithdrawing their objections to the
and Galveston
ol.#w
a
Mr. Pinchback,in an interview with
'
"‘I'!, Ke"“tC l"1" ,,c<,n1'fnor,'db-T folk. Mobile,
.
------------probate of the will. The trial was to have
President,
is
quoted
by
a
Washington
correi
...
An
express
robbery
was
committed
at
Pittsl
!
the
1
rov,Hlonal
Government,
who
have
declared
;
handsome
increase.
Charleston
and
Sacommenced last week, but the whole matter
was arranged between William H. Vanderbilt spondent as having said that justiceto whites i bur8h» Pa" the other evening, which for that the law creating the Senate was forced by ! vannali exported less.

^ollatitl 4«!! ijltws.
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and the contestants. Among the counsel wore

been

-

aPp°inting his friends. Diaz, however,
promises to observe the constitutionwhen not

of counsel in the late Presidentialcontest..

The German^ Backing Company of

PottsviUe’

contentment to thepeople of that State

^v-th?rd°fplne

— The

the
New York Legislaturepro- forty-thirdcall for $10,000,000of r1HHUed
6 per cent
vides that fares on palace and sleeping-cars bonds to be redeemed or funded in tho 4^
per cents. The frequency of these calls and
shall not be over 35 cents for 100 miles.
the rapidity with which the fimding process
The Medical College of Pennsylvania has goes forward is a gratifyingevidence of the
just conferredthe degree of Doctor of Medi- popularityof United States Governmentsecuricine on fifteen women ... .The store of Fielder ties as a channel for the investmentof
European capital. . .Secretarvof the Interior
Mcgnider, at Henning’s Station near WashingA

bill before the

X

'

SS

J™

oi 'T

1

< ident de
until after the meeting !
WUJ
messages i)f Congress and his inauguration.’’. . ! ____
^throughout the kingdom with
were sent, by which the express messenger A Constantinople dispatch of tho 16th hist, the view of obtaining orders in competurned over his car to the thief under what he 1 Ha-VH • “ Great agitation prevails. 'Die recall tition with European manufacturers.
had every reason to suppose were genuine in- of Midhat Pasha and war with Russia seem Philadelphiais manifesting a great deal
structions to that effect from the General 8u- dominant among the confused demands of the
of the commercialspirit which insures
perintendentat Pittsburgh. The clever rascals populace. Grave complications are apprewho managed the job realizedabout $4,000 for hended.” — A Berlin dispatch announces that tlie prosperityof a seaboard comtheir pains, and the Express Company are won- the Sultan has proclaimed a general amnestv munity.

wire was tapped outside the dtv, and, bv

aid of a P°cket instrument,two bogus

.

.

*,

;

dering what new and unsuspected plan of rob- in Bulgaria — Tlie English answer to Russia’s
Schurz has notified all heads of bureaus of the bery will next be attempted.
The Departmentof Agriculturereports
proposalsis expected to occasion furthernegoton city, was burned the other dav, and EbenoInterior Department that during his administiationsof a friendlyand pacificatorychar- tliat the corn crop of this year will reach
zer Large and his son John, who slept in the
Commercial
failures:
Garth
W.
James,
tration of its affairs there will be no removals
acter.
about 1,295,000,000bushels. Illinois
bonding, were burned. There is but little
Milwaukee, liabilities, $75,000 ;
of clerks or other employes, except “for bridge-builder,
doubt that both of the men were murdered, the
The
French Government has finallyobtained heads the list of States with 250,000,000
caure,” and no promotions,except “ for Haskell A Brown, produce, Montreal, $175,000;
store robbed, and then set on fire.
permissionfrom the House of Deputies to pros- bushels. Next in rank are Iowa (155,merit” It will, therefore, be useless for
Peter B. Sweeney,whose name was asso- persons to file papers solicitingclerical J. H. Hoffmeier, groceries,Cornwall, Ont., •ecute Paul Cassagnac, the editorial bully and 000,000),Ohio, Indiana, Missouri and
$40,000 ; Oliver Bourke, liquors, Detroit ; H. J.
ciated with Boss Tweed in the great ring swin- appointments
promotion
mereTiffin,general dealer in staple articles, Mon- professionalduelist. Cassagnac,himself a Kansas. Tlie price of corn is highest in
political grounds....
dles, and who lias been an exile for the past ly personal
treal, $150.000 ; the First National Bank, Al- member, took part in the debate on the subject Massachusetts (95 ceuts) and lowest in
Secretaryof State Evarts,in an informal con
lentown,Pa.; Capt. Eber Ward, a large
five years, has returned to New York city. He
A London dispatch says Russian negotiations Kansas (23 cents). The wheat crop of
versation the other day with Lorenz Brentano,
vessel owner. Detroit, liabilities heavv....
has not been taken into custody, because it
this year will reach nearly 250,000,000
of Chicago, made & declarationwhich will be
was arranged with the Attorney General that receivedwith great satisfaction bv the entire Fires : At Athens. Ohio ; loss $30,000; ‘ Par- with England have been virtually settled. Lord bushels.
kersburg,Iowa, $10,000 ; Boston, Mass., $30,- Derby’s alterations of. the protocol have been
if he would return and be presentat the trial
German-Americanpopulation.He stated that it
The wonderful stories that were told
againsl him, all proceedings, civil and would not be the policy of .the State Department 000 ; Lebanon, Tenn., $30,000. . .The American approved by Count Schouvaloff,the Russian
cnminal,
far
arresting him, hereafterto refuse to appoint naturalizedGer- schooner Montana was recently detained by a Ambassador, and the Russian Government has early last year as to how cheaply a valushould be suspendedduring tne trial man citizens, or foreign-born citizens of any customs officerat the Mexican port of Mazatlan, assented to tho revised protocol. . A formida- able quality of pig iron could te manufor thirty days afterward ..... kind as diplomaticand consular officers to the and the Secretaryof the United States Navy ble insurrection has broken out in Japan. It is factured in the State of Ohio have lieeu
Thomas W. Thompson, of Westfield, N. Y., has country of their birth. Such a policy was now sends a ship-of-war to the offending quar- headed bv Saigo, a Marshal of the imperial
realized by tlie work of the season. Tim
been arrested and held for trial on a charge of adopted by Secretary Fish in * 1873, ter to ascertain tho facta.
army — The Dominion House of Commons
using the mails to fraudulently obtain monev
has voted down a proposition to afford more metal is produced at a cost of only 81*2
POLITICAL.
and has given immeasurable dissatisfacfrom relativesof deceased parties of the late tion to naturalizedcitizens.Mr. Evarts says
protectionto Canadian products by means of or 813 a ton. They have tlie iron, limeEx-Secretaryof War J. Donalo Cameron tariff duties.
Ashtabula disaster, his modus operandi being he will not follow Mr. Fish’s policy, but will
stone, and coal sometimes on the same
was, on the 13th inst, unanimously nominated
to write to relatives of deceased friends stating
A cable dispatchannounces a six hours’ bat- land, and always near together. Orditreat all American citizens alike, irrespective of
he had in his possession certain articles belongthe place of their birth.... Secretary of the by the Republican caucus of the Pennsylvania tle between Turks and Bosniansnear Bona- narily the same grade of metal has cost
ing to deceased,and upon receipt of stipulated Navy Thompson has notified all the bureau
Legislature to the United States Senatoraliip,
venture,in which both sides suffered severely. from §17 to 823 to produce. Cheap iron
sums would forward the articlesnamed, signing officerstliat no contracts are to be signed here- vacated by his father, Simon Cameron.
his name “Victor Bennett.’’ The prisoner ofis assured to the United States.
. .Advices from India report a large decrease
after without his approval ; and that meetings
It appears that Hon. Stanley Matthewsadfered no defense, pleading guilty to the charge.
in the number of natives employed on tlie pubof bureau officialswill be held regularly two
The report of tlie Auditor of CincinEx-Gov. Emory Washburn, of Massachusetts, or three times a week, at which all matters per- dressed a letter totlov.Packard, of Louisiana, lic works in Bombay and Madras— an indication
similar to the one sent to Gov. Chamberlain, of that tho pressureof famine is abating ____ Tho nati for the year ending Jan. 1, 1877,
is dead — The Red Star Line steamer Rusland, taining to the service are to be presented for
decision.
South Carolina, urging him to abdicate his speech of the Sultan at the opening of the states tlie total bonded debt of that city
from Antwerp for New York, went ashore on
Turkish Parliament is largely devoted to a w eak
at $21,901,327.45.Of this $15,604,000are
Washington
dispatches inform us that se- claims to the Governorship in favor of Nichthe New Jersey coast, at Long Branch, one
apology for the present deplorableconditionof
night last week. By the heroic exertions of rious charges of frauds upon the treasury have olls. Packard has just replied to Matthews. the Ottoman empire coupled with the custom- railroad debts, $14,542,000of it for tlie
CincinnatiSouthern railway. Tlie taxthe life-saving crew stationed there, all the been brought against certain officials in that In the course of his letter he says: “I re- ary promises to do better in the future.
ceived a majority of the legal votes cast at the
passengersand crew were rescued. ..A fire at
able valuationof the city Jan. J, 1876,
department.Their plan of proceeding seems last election, have been declared Governor by
Pittsburgh,_T
last week,
U
, destroyed
----the boiler to have been this : The Treasury Department
was $184,498,565.The income of the
the
Legislature
in
joint
session
with
an
undisworks of D. W. C. Carroll & Co. Loss, $175,000.
CONGRESS.
city
for the year ending Jan. 1, 1876, was
would purchase a quantity of registered bonds puted quorum in both houses, and having been
THE WEST.
$785,000, and of this $311,000 was proon the market ana place them in tho Treasury lawfullyvested with authorityas Governor I
Extra Session of the Senate.
cured by tlie sale of city bonds. It is
A horrible tragedy was recentlyenacted Department. They then belonged to the cannot with duo regard to my oath of office
Tuesday, March 13.-8enate.-Mt.Anthony
Govenunent. Assistant Treasurer Charles and duty to the 76.000 voters who have elected
said that since the Auditor’sreport came
near HunUngton, Lid. Michael Merriraan, F. Conant, Daniel Baker, and Mr. Bigelow, me to the Chief Magistracy-,
Magistracy,though I should submitteda re*olutionthat the volume containing
who has been in an insane asylum and was sent clerks, were cognizant of those transac- receive considerationand positionin some ap- the proceeding* of the ElectoralCommlB*ion and of out tlie issue of bouds for the Cincinnati
home about a year ago thought to have been tions, and formed a ring, to profit bv them. propriateway, abandon those faithfulmen to the two hou*es of Congress in regard to counting Southern has been increased to 817.permanently cured, shot one of his sons, aged They took tlie number of the bonds and the tlie merciless vengeance of the White- the electoralvote be preparedfor publication under 342,000.
18. through the head, fatally wounding him
names in which they were registered, and fur- League Democracy. ’’....A large dele- the direction of the Committee on Printing, and
and another, aged 16, through the shoulder, mshed these to a New York si
gation of colored men, representinga that 300 copies be furnished to the Ju*THE MARKETS.
probabW fatally woundinghim. He then shot
number of States, called on the President Uce* of the Supreme Court who wore memand killed himself instantly..... The snow in attorney and collected the accruea interest the other day, and urged him to appoint Prof. ber* of the Electoral Commiiwlon. Referred ....
Mr. Morton submitted an order that the telegraphic
the mountains of Utah is unusually deep, and from the denartment, after sharing it with John M. Langston, of Washington, (kmuuisNEW YORK.
dispatches referredto in the letter of William Orton,
several people have lately been killed by snow- Conant, Bigelow and Baker.... An old man sioner of Agriculture. The Presidentinformed President of the Western Union Telegraph Com............................
9 00 $12 00
Hoos
.............................
5
bIHMM*
5 75
75
6 25
named Springer,the sixth insane person who them tliat it was his intention to appoint Prof. pany, read on Saturday last, be depositedin the
Cotton
..........................
nk
11 \
office of the Secretary of the Senate, to be by him
H*
Langston
and
Fred
Douglass
to
important
and
has
gone
to
Washington
to
bo
inaugurated
The work of the Wisconsin State Legislature,
Flour—
Superfine
Western
.........
*
5
35
5
75
President, has just oeen committed to the responsible positions at an early day, but he had delivered to Mr. Orton upon his giving a receipt for Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............l 40
during its recent eight weeks’ session, is found
1
1
41
the name. Laid over.... The Senate then went into
lunatic asylum.
not yet deciaed as to the place that would be
Corn— Western Mixed .............. 64
54
executive session, and soon after adjourned.
in 716 bills introducedin both houses,of which
given
the
former.
. Postmaster General Key,
Oats— WesternMixed ..............38
45
It is given out in Washington that an extra
•101 failed to become laws. The number of bills
Wednesday, March 14.— A committee,con- Kye— Western
finding himself overwhelmed nearly with ap82
85
passed is 113 less than those that matured last session of Congress will be convened about plications for office, has caused the following sisting of Messrs. Anthony and Whyte, was ap- Pork— New Meea ...................
14 76
75
15 00
Lard — Steam ....................
!r;
year. About one-third of those that passed at the middle of May.... Chief Justice Cartter circular to be prepared for transmissionto every
9X
pointed to wait upon the President and inform him
CHICAGO.
t ns session were ameudmenti to existing stathas kicked tlie mule case against Gen, Bristow applicant as the only answer that can possibly tbit the Sea ate was ready to adjourn unless he had Beeves— Choice Graded Steer*... . 5 40 $ G 60
utes. For tho various State institutions,and
out of Ids court. . .Clerk Adams says that, con- be given at presentto any of the constantly ac- some further communicationsto make. The comChoice Natives ...........4
5 i'.
mittee performedthe duty assignedto it, and was
Cows and Heifers .........3 00
ceding Republicans all they really claim, there cumulating letters
4 00
informed
by
the
President
de
that
he
would
desire
Good Hccond-da*« Steers. 4 00
4 r»
PostofficeDepartment,)
will be a Democratic majority on the roll of the
to
communicate
with
the
Senate
further
t>cMedium to Fair ..........4 30
4 tr.
A compulsory educational law passed the next House of
Washington, — . f
. 4
4 26
5 2:.
8iu : Your letter of the
ha* been received and fore the final adjournment took place.,.. The Hoos— Live ........................
Ohio Legislature and received the signature of
A Washington dispatchsays : “ The Repnh, placed upon the file*of the departmentfor consid- telegraphic dispatches examined by the Committee
Fancy White Winter ....... 7 00
8 00
onTrluleges
and
Elections
during
the
investigation
Good
to
Choice
Spring
Ex
.
6
00
6
25
lhe Governor.. . .The Colorado Legislaturehas licaus claim with great confidence tliat they eration under tho rules of tho civil service when
as to the Oregon electorswere ordered to t>c restored Whf.at— No. 2 Spring ..............1 22
1 28);
vacancies occur. At present none exist.
abolished the grand- jury system in that State,
will be able to organize the next House and
to the Western Union Telegraph Company....A
No. 3 Spring ..............1 14
1 15
D. M. Key, Postmaster General.
providingin lieu thereof that the Judge of the
resolutionwas laid over, authorizing the sub-Com- Corn— No. 2 ........................ 39
40',
County Court and two Justices of the Peace of make Foster, of Ohio, Speaker. This, they A delegation of IllinoisRepublicans called on
Oats— No. 2 ........................ 33
:«
say.
is
part
of
the
agreement
made
with
the
tho
Pniita.
the
other
cUy.to
roouart
tho
r,the conntv
shall
sit
as
a
court
of
indictment
to
. .1 -----yji UJl
Rye— No. 2... ...................... 63
61
Southern
members,
who
are
willing
to
sacrifice
movftl
of
tln>
Po«taia*ter
at
Springfield,
m
order
J
against
Senator
Grover...
The
Senate
then
went
hear testimony on both sides of any case
Barley— No. 2 ....................
52^
54
Butter — Creamery ................ 81
brought before them. In indictments under every tiling to secure their State Governments. to give plaoo to Mr. PhilhpH, the defeated Re- into executive session,
33
publican
candidate
for
CongrcHH,
and
editor
of
11
the grand-jurysystem, the testimony of .. .J. W. Marshall, First Assistant Postmaster
Thursday, March 15.— Provision was made Egos— Fresh ....................... 13
Mess ........................
13 60
13 75
the prosecution only is received...... j General,has been appointed Superintendentof the Illinois Stale Journal. The President for priuting the volume containing the proceedings Pork—
Lard ........... ..................9V
!•>;
Six Chinamen, enjoyed in clearing land near the Railway Mail Service, with headquarters asked if they had any charges to prefer against
MILWAUKEE.
;j
the presenf Postmaster. Tho reply was “ No, of the Electoral Commission and the two houses of
Chico, Butte county. Cal, were attacked in in Washington.
Wheat—
No. 1 .................
<a
1
40
but ho ta a •»ort of a half-way Democrat, ami Congress relating thereto,and the matter of Investithey cabin by a band of whites. Three; were
No. 2 .................
1 31
THE SOUTH.
Mr. Phillij*, having been defeated for Con- gating the charges againstSenator Grover was Corn— No. 2.. ................. .. 39
shot dead, and a fourth died soon after, the
40
laid
over
till
to-morrow,
after
which
the
Senate
The question of the conflicflng claims of grean, is entitled to comtiderationat the hands
Oats— No. 2 ...... .............
fifth being beyond hope of recovery. The
31
went
into executive session.... In cxecuthe Rye ........
...........
Hampton and Chamberlain to the Governor- of the party.’’The President declinedto take session the Senate confirmed George 8. BoutweU,
Barley— No. 2 ............ ....
70
ship of South Carolina came up in the ©trenit the action requested,Haying that he would not Commissioner for the purpose of. preparingand
ST. LOUIS.
remove, exdejn for cause, whereupon the dele- publishing a new editionof the first volume of gReWheat-No. 2 Red FaU ........
Court at Charleston,on the 13th inst, aa in<3 1 51
vised Statutes ; Register* of Land Offices, John 8.
gation retired very much disgusted.
of the Spirituahstain Chicago, was recently
Corn— Western Mixed .......... . 36
36
volving the invalidity of a commitment by a
Owens,
Taylor’*
Falls, Minn., and Charle* B.
shot and killed by Prof. William C. Pike ‘a Tnal JusUce appointed by Hampton. Judge
The Republican members of the Ohio legis- Tyler, New Ulm ; Surveyor of Customs, Reuben H. Oats— No. 2 ...................
33
Rye ............ ..............
phrenologistof - that city, A woman (Pike’s
64
Reed decided that the authority of the Trial lature met m caucus on the 15th inst., for the Stephenson, Cincinnati.
Pork— Mess ........................
14 25 ' 14 50
.14
wife) was at the bottom of the trouble.
Justice must be respected as that of a de facto
9%
purpose of nominating a candidatefor United
Friday, March 16. — The Senate received a Lard .............j ................
Congressman Charles R. Morgan, of tho Sdd®Jl,J®0feofState. This decision esHogs ..... .......
4
6 25
States Senator. The first ballot resulted: message from tho President, saying he had no furtablishes
the
legality
of
the
Hampton
GovernCattle
...........
4
6
00
Sixth District of Missouri,was married a few
Stanley Matthews, 29 ; W. P. Howland, 30 • ther communication to make at this session. AcCINCINNATI.
ment as to the Charleston Circuit. The other
days ago, at Oshkosh, Wul, to Miss Clara WashAlphonse Taft, 7; Samuel Shellabarger,7- companying the messagewere aliout 100 nomina- Wheat ............................1 45 $ 1 56
Circuit Judges throughout the State have alWilliam Lawrence, 8. On the third ballot tions, mostly for minor offices. Without transact- Corn..# ...........................
45
bnrne, a daughter of Judge Washburn, of that ready made similar decisions.
39
Mr. Matthews received 43 votes, throe more ing any business the Senate went into executive see- Oath ...............................
aty.... Harrison B. Nichols* of Denver, Col,
H. J. Bell, Democratic nominee, has been than necessary, and was declaredthe nominee. sion, and soon after adjourned.
Rye ......
...........
75
a railroad man well-known in connection with
Pork— Mess .................. ..... 14 25 14 50
Western mining interests, was run over and elected to Congress from the Ninth Georgia
A Washington dispatch says: “Senator
Saturday, March 17.— After a long discus- Lard ..............................
10M
jfflled fjy a runaway team, in the streets of District,to succeed Benj.H. Hill....Madame
TOLEDO.
Morton, after matnre consideration, has recon- sion, by a vote of yea* 39, nay* 8, the resolution
Council Bluffs, Iowa, a few days ago. DeWheat— Extra .................
@ 1 G7tf
L® Vert, so well known
Amber ................
ceased leaves property valued at $200,000,.,. to people of the two hemispheres, died last sidered his first determination,and now de- wa* agreed to authorizing a snl>-committee of three
1 50
cides
not
to
accept
the
Chairmanship
of
the
Cobh
..................
of the Committee on Privilege* and Elections
45
'Ihe boiler in Hunter Brothers, saw-mill,at week, near Augusta,Ga., her native State.
Oats—
No.
2
...................
Committee on Foreign Relations, but to retain to visit Oregon during tho recess, if
40
Washington, Ind., exploded the other day, inDETROIT.
Gov. Chamberlain, of South Carolina, tele- the Chairmanship of the Elections Committee. they deem it expedient, and examine the
stantly killing two of the Hunter brothers, two
charges
against
Senator
Grover,
of
that
State...
Flour—
Medium..
i ...........
9 700
brothers named Bender, and one, name un- graphs to President Hayes: “In view of the This is the second time that Morton has de- It WM agreed to print 10,000 extra copies of the Wheat— White .................
1 59^
known. Several others were dangerously telegraphic reports, I consider it proper to state clined the Chairmanship of the Foreign Affairs Monetary Commission
Corn— No. 2 ........... .......
Commlesion report.... The Comini
itteos
46
Committoe, which has generally been consid- on Printing and to control
wounded.
OATs-Mixed ..................
tho contingent
___________
_ ___ mt e
expenses
41
that the proposition for a new election here is ered the most distinguished
in tho of the Senate were authorized to sit during the re- Rye ..........................
80
The recent massacre of r party of inoffen- wholly new to me. So far as I know, no one Senate. The previoustime wasposition
when Sumner cess.... The thanks of the Senate were voted to Pork— Men* ........................
14 50
14 75
sive Chinese at Chico, Cal, brief mention of here has ever proposed or considerea such a was removed.,r. . .The entire Republican State
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Hoos— Yorkers .....................5 00 $ 6 40
which was made in these columns, has been plan. ....The steamer Gov. Garland was re- ticket is elected in New Hampshire by an averPhiladelphiM ............... 5 60
cently burned on the Arkansasriver. One
5 80
productiveof a vast deal of excitementthere*- cabin and three deck passengers and all the age majority of 3,000. The Congressional Douglas* wa* confirmed a* Marshal of the District Cattle— Best. r. ..... .........
6 15
delegation stands two Republicans and owe of Columbia by a vote of 30 to 12.... Before the
Medium ..............
LouU. The citizens of the town have received books and cargo lost
5 00
Democrat.
final adjournment,Mr. Morton formallydeclined Sheep ..........................
6 75
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FROM THE STATE CAPITAL.
Lansing, Marcfi 19, 1877.
Nut to be outdone by the Legislature,
the city of Lansing is just
little investigation

the city Justices,

of

it

its

own. Some

CIVIL-SERVICE REFORM.
The

Policy of the Admlalrtratlom Outlined.

The

civil-service programme of the

new administration, says a Washington
making
appropriation for com- correspondent, involves the temporary
of
pletion
House
Correction at revival, so far as it is possibleto enforce

now running a

is claimed,

the act

repealing
protecting
ttHh in C»88 and Berrien counties;relativeto
rescinding land patents; reissuing the charter of
Ypsilanti ; amending law relative to the destruction
of wolves ; amending compiler’* section 7,877, relative to bail in criminal oases ; amending compiler's
section 5,374, relaUve to adjournmentsin Justi&e’
courts

;

of

of

have been Ionia; amending compiler's section

6,567,

them, of the rules and the machinery of
examination which were established by
President Grant’s civil-servicecommission, authorized by the act of March 3,
1871, and terminated in the summer of
1874. It is the aim of SecretarySchnrz
ultimately to introduce rules and examWednesday, March 14.— Senate.— Petitious inations similar to those in the English
were presented: Asking for uniform freight rates
civil service, but for the present the
relativeto the controlof lands appropriatedto rail- system introducedby Geo. Wm. Curtis,
roads; against the reduction of flash test of keroJoseph Medill, anil Dorman B. Eaton
sene. ...Bills were passed authorizingSupervisors
to administer oaths,and authorizing cities, villages will be made use of. They divided the
and townships to establishand maintain free public civil service iuto four divisions,as fol•libraries.
lows : First, officers elected ; second,
House.— Petitionswere presented : Tor a law reemployes
below the grade of regular
quiring municipalelections to be held separately
from others, ^nd that a penalty of $500 be imposed clerks; third, those higher officers who
on any elected municipal ofltoer who refuses to represent the policy of the dom-

relative to surrender of corporate rights;
charging exorbitant fees. Beside this, amending oompiler’ssection1,773, relative to draining ; aiding constructionof Menominee Iron Range
they seem to be desirous of correcting railroad ; Senate bill 42, amending compiler’s section 7,599, relative to malicious injury to houses or
sundry other little abuses which have other buildings ; amending compiler's section 1,256.
crept into the city Government,and it is relativeto highways ____ A resofution was adopted
for the payment of the University Committee’s stento be hoped that they may succeed, as ographer.

as

the

officials is

The

concerned.

a

pleasant and

comparatively prosperous place. The
assurance that

it

will remain the capital

of the great
given it

Peninsula State has
stability which
few places
the State can
boast. All the improvementsmade are
of substantialcharacter, and although
many things are yet needed she has
more of the luxuries with less of debt
than some of her larger sisters. The

a

in

it

will

;

;

.

;

marry, was read the third time, and defeated ____
call of the Senate showed three Spnators
absent without leave, who were arrestedand

The

lowest grade and vacancies in the several

higher grades were filled by promotions
from the next lower grade. In addition
to a certain degree of knowledge of penmanship, grammar, arithmetic, bookkeeping, history, geography, and the
Government of the United States, the
rules required written proof that the applicant was a citizen of the United States,

arraigned before the bar of the Senate.

House.— One petition was read, signed by 4,000
citizens,praying for stringent prohibitory liquor

—

Bills passed incorporating Hartford,Van
Bureu county; orderingthe State Land Commissioner to issue certifleates of ceitainland to George
Dayton ; providing that hereafter no man under 21
years of age, or woman under 18, shall be competent
to contract marriage, except by consent of parents
or guardians ; revising the charter of Big Itaplds.
During the morning a cab of the House was
had, which found some twelve members absent
without leave,who were arrested and arraigned.
laws

had a good moral

—

compare

characterand

temperate habits, was of suitableage
and health, occupationpast and present,
Friday, March 16.— Senate.— Bills were place of residence, etc. Three persons
passed amending the Big Rapids city charter ; au- Appointed to representeach department
thorizing Ada township, Kent county, to raise money
were to have charge of examinations in
to build a bridge over Grand river ; amending the
Flint city charter ; organizingRedmond township, that department.The appointments
Emmett county ; organizing Con vine township, Os- were to be made from among those who

favorably with any building constructed
three or four years ago at twice that expense.
Among the legislative doings of the
past week may be noticed as specially
important the passage of a bill extending the time for the completion of the ceola county; amending the Holland city charter...
stood highest on the examinationlists.
Menominee Iron Range railroad in the Adjournedto Monday,
The several States and Territories were
House,—
A
bill
was
passed
incorporating
Utiaa
Upper Peninsula. A grant of State
swamp lands was made to the company village.. .There was considerable discussion of the grouped into five districts,and examiundertaking the building of this road, bill incorporatingthe city of Cadloe, Wexford nations were directed to be held in the
county, which flualiy passed by a vote of 63 to 16. cities of Boston, New York, Washingbut, owing to the depressionin business

19th.

and the troubled state of

1822.

I

;

me

$20,000,

John Taylor:

But now we have done with onr slaviahoblation* ;
A maiden haa risen who conquers hia might ,
She Is omning,our darling,all rosy with aweetnesi,
To smile at the tyrant and put him to flight.

of

wide and well-gradedavenues are quite
a contrast to the narrow and imeven
streets of some places it has been our
lot to visit. Her fire department is
creditable,her public school buildings
second to none in the State. The little
gem of an opera house invites the patronage of many of the leading “stars,”
while the dozen or more churches speak
well for the religioussentiment of the
community. Speaking of churches reminds
that the Congregational
Society have just completedand dedioated one of the handsomest church edifices in Central Michigan. While the
entire cost of construction was only

something over

Webster on Fanning.
Washington, March 13,

;

“straightness” of her city

capital city is

!

am glad to hear from But see how he blustersin Impotent fury,
you again, and to learn Hiat you are all
While earth, though rebellious,
still yields to his
claim!
well, and that your teams and tools are
Like an insolentbully bs swaggers and rages
ready for spring's work, whenever the
Against the fair maiden. Old Graybeard, for
ablins!
weather will allow you to begin. J someLoud arc your trumpet*and sharp are your weatimes read liooks on farming, and I repons;!
member that a sensible old auHior What d0 yon know of a fair woman’s wiles,
advises farmers “to plow naked and The might of her cunning, the strength of her
weakness,
to sow naked.” By Hiis he means that
Or the mischief that lurks In her soft little
smiles ?
there , is no use in beginning spring’s
work Hll the weather is warm, that a Hearken, O Winter ! No prophet is needed—
farmer may throw aside his winter’s
She’ll conquer you first,then she’ll weep o’er your
bier
J
clothes and roll up his sleeves. Yet he
Her tear-drops In falling will bring forth the roses,
sap wo ought to begin as early iu the
And the world will forget that you ever were here.
year as possible. He wrote some very Ay ! riot and rage, for your downfall Is coming
serve ; remonstrating against a return to the system
inant party, such as sustain re- pretty verses on Hie subject,which, as A word In your ear, O my blusteringfriend—
of county superintendency of schools ; against the
Your beard tells your sex, but sweet spring is a
personal confidence, far as I remember, ran thus:
sustaining of one school of medicine to the lations
woman,
exclusion of others at the University; for a judicial officers, etc. ; fourth, the residue While yet the "pring is young, while ezrth unbind*
And the world know* full well how such conflicts
prohibitory liquor law ; for the increase of skilled
all end.
The frozen bosom to the western winds
workmen ____ Bills were passed relative to the acquir- of the civil service, being the great body While mountain snows dissolveagainst the sun,
—Harper'ii Weekly
of subordinate officers and clerks by And streams, yet new, from precipicesrun—
ing of titleto lauds occupied by railroadcompanies
incorporating the village of Flushing ; incorporating which the Federal administrationis car- E’en iu this early dawning of the year,
the village of Millington; also, several private bills.
Produce the plow and yoke tho sturdy steer,
PITH AND POINT.
ried on, in number perhaps 25,000, not
And goad him till he smoke beneath his toil,
Thursday, March 15.— Senate. —A bill was
including Postmasters.The rules of And the aright share is burled in the soil.
passed incorporating the city of Ionia ____ House
A Connecticut man will break a clove
examination adopted by the old CommisJohn Taylor, when you read those
bill No. 64, which originally prohibited the mar
in two to make weight.
risge of first cousins, and which was afterward sioners applied only to the latter class. lines, do you not see Hie snow melting
A little boy’s first pair of trousers alamended so as to allow first cousins, as well as to al- This class was divided into four grades, and the little streams beginning to run
low all persons who are not blood relatives, to interand appointments were only made to the down the southern slopes of your Punch- ways fit if the pockets are deep enough.

Lansing has borne a good reputation so

far

Black Hills will have a population of
MARCH.
from 20,000 to 3,0000 inhabitants. With
Dpatlito Kin# Winter, tho oold-bloodod tyrant
Hiis population it is expected that a large
That hrld us so long in hia irun-lwund rule
amount of capital will be brought in, We crowned him at Christinas,feasted him New
Year,
and on increased and highly productive And drank to his health round the great log of
Yule;
business insured— Van Francisco Call.

,

An attempt was made to reconsider, which did not
prevail.... Adjourned to Monday.

finances

ton, Savannah Memphis,

Cincinnati,

brook pasture, and the new grass starting and growing in the trickling water,
all green, bright and beautiful? And
do you not see your Durham oxeu smoking from heat and perspirationas they
draw along your great break-up plow,
cutting and turning over the tough sward
in your meadow in the great field ? The
name of this sensible author is Virgil,
and he gives fanners much other advice,
some of, which you have been following
all this winter without even knowing that
he had given it:
But when cold weather, heavy snows and rain
The laboring farmer iu his house restrain,
Let him forecasthis work with timely care,
Which else is huddled when the skies are fair;
Then let him murk the sheep, ami whet the shining
share,
Or hollow trees for boats,or number o’er
His sacks,or measure his increasing store ;
Or sharpen stakes,and mend each rake and fork,
Ho to l»c ready, in good time, to work ;
Visit his crowded barns at early morn
Look to his granary, and shell his corn ;
Give a good breakfast to his numerous kine,
His shivering poultry and hia fut’uingswine.

A parrot is said to live 200 years.
Barbers do not live to be that age, but
they talk more.
The Chicago

baby-show was not an

utter failure. It succeeded in making
700 mothers mod at all mankind

Nobody knows to this day what a time
Noah hud of itinthe ark with tho antediluvian ancestorof the present Kentucky
mule.

We con generally toll what a man’s
going to do next when he puts the
lighted end of a ciga.- iuto his mouth by
mistake.

California panthers now crawl

into

hollow logs to escape the pursuit of
California girls. Where can California

men

go

(

Little Johnnie is quite sure the picture of a Spitz dog lie drew on the parlor wall was good, because it made his

;

father mad.
Louis, and Detroit. Political asthroughout the country, the work has
And Mr. Virgil says some other things
“You call that a trunk, do you?”
sessments in the departments were proAbout Foreigners.
been seriouslydelayed. It will be a
which you understand up at Franklin as growled a dejected hotel porter* “It
very important roiul when completed.
A correspondentwrites to know some- hibited. Congress at its next session as well as ever he did:
onlv needs
lightning-conductor to
A bill is pending in the House de- thing about the distributionof the for- will be asked to make an appropriation In chillingwinter swains enjoy their store,
make it look like a boarding-house.”
to enable the system above described to Forget their hardships, and recruitfor more
signed to remove the School of Mines eign population in this- country, more
The fanner to full feasts inviteshis friends.
| be put fully in operation.Until this is
from its present location at Ann Arbor (‘speciallythe Irish and Germans.
An exchange says it is thought that
And what ho got with pains, with pleasure spends
done
it will be possible only to hold ex- Draws chairs around the lire,and tells once more
to some point in the Upper Peninsula.
There has been no census since 1870, I uout' “ wm .L,e R?T.,le
exthe time will yet come when members of
which often have been told before
^aslungton, and perhaps Stories
The passage of a bill creating the new so that the present exact condition of the 1 ^nmv10?8
the choir will be expected to behave
Spreads a clean table with things good to eat,
m*e8
re8ar(i b) Ami adds some moistening to his fruit aud meat.
township of Reaibnond, in Emmett various nationalities,ns to numbers, is j ^ew
during divine service just us well os other
pronwrions can be They praise his hospitality,and feel
folks.
county, calls to mind the existence of an unknown. Such informationas was ob- , x1a1inmnJlon8
They shall sleep Indter after such a meal.
enforced here without an approold Catholic Indian mission in that vi- tained then is all that is availableat
It is with gloomy views of Hie future
John Taylor, by the time you have got
cinity. Indeed the new township is present time. In 1870, the States hnv- 1 Pnatlouthrough this you will have read enough. that the young Boston man, after laying
formed at the present time mainly to ing a populationof foreign birth numThe Kew Petroleum Fever.
The sum of all is, be ready for your out 75 cents iu caramels for his sweetseparate a white settlement from its offiheart, loams from her own lips that kiss0. 0WB2()9,83i
excitement of the early days of spring’s work as soon as tho weather becial connection with the Indians of this
ing is aliunde.
Illinois ......... . .....’1'....!!!!!!'.'..’.!!!!! 5ir.’,i98 1 the petroleum discoveryin Philadelphia comes warm enough, and then put your
mission, who are so numerous as to out- Now York .................................
.1,113,353
A pair of deaf mutes were married in
is exceeded now through the recent find- hand to the plow and look not hack.
vote the whites, and hence rim things Iowa ......................................204,692
Monroe, Ga. , a few weeks ago, and uow
Daniel Webster.
Massachusetts ..............................
353,319 ing of oil about Bradford, in spite of the
their own way, to the displeasureif not
Michigan ..................................
268,010 stubbornly held opinion of geologists
it is more fuu than a circus to see them
discomfort of the palefaces.
Plunging Over Niagara.
Missouri ...................................
222,670
quarrel
and make faces at each other
and
experts
that
oil
did
not
exist
so
far
872, 40*2
A petition several rods long, and signed Ohio .......................................
About noon last Monday a man passed with their lingers.
Pennsylvania ..............................64.r),309 north. The first believer that oil could
by nearly 4,000 people, was presented, Wisconsin .................................:t64,499
be found in the valley was Job Moses, through the upper gate of Prospect
An Oshkosh lady, who was reading to
Thursday, asking for the enactment of a
Iii all, these States have over 3,000,who had made a fortune in patent med- Park, Niagara falls, aud walked along some friends, encountered the words,
law prohibitingthe manufacture and sale 000. As to Germans and Irish, there
icines at Rochester, N. Y. He bought the bank to a point just below the “ Nibelungelied tetalogy,”andcautiousof intoxicating liquors. By drawing out are several States having over 100,000 of
large tracts of land about Limestone “tail-race”Hiat empties into Hie river. ly removed her teeth before attempting
the petition in telescopicform it was one or the other or both of these nationfourteenyears ago, and bored diligently, One of the guides, who followedhim to ti) pronounce them.
made to constitute a Washingtonian alities, as follows
but he found only indications.lie tell him where he could get the best
Iri*h. German.
monument several feet in height, and as
views, was astonishedto see him wading
Here, fix up the constitutionso that
........................120.162 203,758 spent all Ids money in his venture and
such still ornaments the desk of the Illinois
Massachusetts ................... 216,120 13,072 when it was gone tried to induce specu- out into the rapids. “Come back, you a man will have the privilegeof shootChief Clerk of the House.
Missouri .......................54,983 113.618
fool ; you will go over the falls !” The ing the fellow who asks for a light from
528,806 316,982 lators to invest, and was so enthusiastic stranger paid no heed to the warning,
Thursday evening, Dr. C. T. Wilber, New York ......................
his 25-cent Havana, aud handf back the
Ohio ............................
82.674 182,897 that people called him crazy. The oil
of Jacksonville,HI., delivered a very Pennsylvania ...................
235,798 160,146 was found two years ago, and since then but throwing himself forward on his face stub of a penny-grab.
interestinglecture on the “Care and Wisconsin ......................48,479 102,314
not less than $10,000,000 has been in- struck out for the brink of the cataract.
The Leavenworth Times sums up a
Education of the Idiotic and FeebleFrom this statement it will be seen vested within a circuit of twenty miles. Just below where he entered there was a
lute breoch-of-promisesuit in two headminded.” The Doctor is very much that the Irish predominate in MassachuLand tiint two years ago would have small cascade, over which lie was car- lines, thus: “An injured woman sues
interestedin this subject and showed setts, New York and Pennsylvania ; and
been dear at any price now sells at $1,000 ried. When he emerged his hat was off, her deceiver for $50,000, and she runs
conclusivelythat the unfortunateclass is the Germans in Hlinois, Wisconsin, Misan acre. Within a distance of four and a moment later he obtained a foot- 49,950 behind tho ticket.”
very numerous and sadly neglected in souri and Ohio. In Hlinois there are. or
ipiles three flourishing towns have hold in the rapids, and stood waist-deep
nearly every State in the Union. He im- were in 1870, nearly twice as many GerFor once in the world a New York
sprung into existence, and the town of in the foaming water. The guide was
pressed upon the Legislaturethe justice mans as Irish, while in Wisconsin the
by
this time at Prospect point, whither policemanwas on hand the other day
Bradford, formerly consisting of a lumof establishing at no distant day an former outnumber the latter nearly four
berman’s tavern and a few scattered he had hastened, in the hope of being when a robbery was committed, but,
asylum similar to that in Hlinois — of to one. Since the census was taken in
farm-houses,now has 3,500 inhabitants, able to reach the man. The stranger, says the Telegram, he was the robber’s
which lie is superintendent.There are 1870, the ratio of Hie two nationahties
and the furore has extended north into standing in Hie rapids, instantly struck victim, aud hod to be there.
in Michigan probably not less than one has not greatly changed. Among both
New York State. The oil belt is about out again, swimming lustily out further A New York policeman shot at a mad
thousand helpless idiots,a large portion immigration has fallen off largely, and,
two miles wide, and has now nearly 400 from the shore, and successfully placing dog and hit a man in the neck. When
of whom are very poorly cared for at the if there be any difference, it is in favor
producing wells. One pecuHarity is himself beyond the aid of the man on the you see a policeman pointing hia pistol
coimty poorh-ouses,and perhaps a still of the Germans. Not only has immigrathat the oil is found at a great depth, the bank. He clasped his hands over his at you, stand still and smile. If you
larger portion are merely suffered to live, tion fallen off from Germany, but there
average being 1,100 feet, and some wells head and went down to his death. This duck or dodge the result is uncertain.
but by no means made comfortable,in has been a very respectable emigration
are 1,400 feet deep, and the daily prod- suicide is os extraordinaryas that of Hie
the families which are so unfortunate as thither from the United States.— C’AiThe coffee roasters of Indianapolis
uct is about 2,000 barrels. There are Canadian chemist, near Detroit, who two
to be burdened with them.
cago Times.
days
before had ended his life in order to charge each other viUi using peas,
three pipe hues connecting the wells
The Legislaturehas really pinned itwith the Erie road, thirteenmiles away, test the efficacyof a resurrection powder. beans, com, rye, oats, gum-arabic,
The Grasshopperof Missouri .
self down to a few days of hard work
—New York Tribune.
leather scraps, and other things in getProf. C. V. Riley says of the grass- and one is to be built sixty miles long.
during the past week, and the prospect
ting up their “strictly pure” brands.
A branch of the Erie road that runs
Eight Children Poisoned.
for an early close of the session is bright- hopper prospect for Missouri, that the
through
the
district
and
whose
business,
A gentleman, who ruUier suspected
Among the mining populationof a litening, although there is yet much im- counties of Platte, Clay, Jackson, Lafaya few months ago, was but $3,500 a
some
one was peeping through
ette,
Cass,
Johnson,
Bates,
Henry,
tle
village
called
Stockton
are
three
portant legislation to dispose of. The
Pettis and Benton will be practically month, now does $35, 000 a month. Much families named Bevans, Davis and the keyhole of his office door, investiliquor question, the railroads, and the
of the land is bought outright, but in
Jones. On Monday Mrs. Bevans went gated with a syringe full of pepper sauce,
appropriations for State institutions free from the plague ; but that in certain
districts
there
is every reason to fear most cases it is leased and the owner away to obtain work or assistance of and went home to find his wife had been
have hardly been touched yet, and there
a return of the hoppers. These locali- paid a bonus and royalty, one-fourth some kind for her family, who were suf- cutting wood, and a chip hod hit her in
is no knowing to what extent discussion
being now claimed. Capital is uow fering wiUi hunger. She left her three Hie eye.
may be provoked by any of them. The ties are mapped out by the Professor as
pouring into the valley, and owners are children, aged 2, 4 and 6 years, respectfollows
:
First,
Atchison
and
Holt
and
WAYS AND WILLSr
usual “semi-monthly” adjournmentof
the
western
part of Nodaway and An- all dreaming of wealth, the very door- ively, alone. While she was gone the Two worshipful cronies,both William byname,
hree days was determined upon .yesterEach courted, in union, au o’erwiliingdame
yards being invaded by the derrick and
children went out, as oue of them has But her husband,arriving one day unannounced,
day, so the members generally will go drew, in the extreme northwestern cordrill.
“Crazy”
Job
Moses
is
making
since explained, to find something to eat. With a right luaty kick both, '(the Don Juans
home to-day to remain over Sunday. ner. Second, McDonald, Barry, Jasper,
$500 a day on royalties,but the most They went out to a swamp some distance
“bounced,”
/
Lawrence,
Barton,
Dade,
Cedar,
Vernon
They can probably wait until about
And I heard him exclaim, “ Something .rrong,It Is
noticeable case of sudden wealth is Mike
—
m«re
particularly
in
the
southwest
from Hie house, where they dug up a
clear I”
“town-meeting” time before another
McCarthy,a drunken Irish switch-tender
white root— probably wild parsnip— that Then he turned to Madame with, ‘ANow, hark you,
adjournment,when the farmers of the half ; Polk in the northwest third,
my dear ;
of Hie Erie railroad. His father left him
they discoveredthere aud ate of it They Though ^ cannot approve of your ways, and your
lower house will want to look after the Hickory in the southwest third, and St,
sixty
acres
of
land
that
Mike
couldn’t
Clair in scattering places.
were joined by three of Mr. Davis’
office of Supervisor,which seems to be a
pay the taxes on and would have sold at
children, and two of Mr. Jones’ in Hie I shall never be alow, mind, la footing your Bills.”
favorite one with them.
A Poetical Preface.
any price. But he had a shrewd wife
meantime, and they all partook of the
Tennyson is a contributorto the new who wouldn’t let it go, and Mike is now root In a short time they were seized
A War Incident.
LegislativeProceedings.
English review, the Nineteenth Century, selling at $1,000 an acre and is making
How it happens that President Haves
with violent convulsions,and were found
Tuesday, March 13. — Senate. — Petitious
and has written for the first number the $500 a week on royalties. Mike still by a boy named Johns, who came along is now in possessionof two arms is thus
were presentedfor tbe admissionof female stufollowingintroduction :
wears his greasy switchman's clothes, and heard fearful cries coming from the related in an Ohio journal; “Gen.
dents to the Agricultural College; against a restoraThosq th»t of Izre had fleeted far and fast
but he is having “a high old time,” swamp. Millie Bevans, aged 2 ; Gussie Hayes was wounded in Hie arm at South
tion of the system of county superintendency of
To touch all shores, now leaving to the skill
schools; to establish forty-seven pounds ss the
throwing his money around loose among
Of others their old craft, seaworthy still,
Jones, aged 6: and Mary Davis, aged 2, Mountain. The surgeons said it must
equivalent of a bushel of apples; for a
Have charter’d thia ; where, mindfulof the past, the boys, and is the modified Johnny
stringent law, with strong penalties, to prewere dead. The others were rolling in come off, and rilade all necessarypreOur true co-mates regather round the mast,
vent the loaning of money at a higher
Steele of this new dispensation.
Of diverse tongue, but with \ common will, *
agony on the ground. The boy pro- parationsfor amputation.The General
rate of Interestthan 7 per cent.; requiring railroad
Here, in this roaring moon of daffodil
companies, under severe penalties, to charge unicured
aid, and the children were con- was at Middletown, Md., at the residence
And crocus,to push forth and brave the blast;
Population of the Black Hills.
form rates of freight,the same to bo regulated by
veyed to their homes. A doctor was of a gentleman well known here, and
For eome, descending from the sacred
disUucoonly.... Bills were passed ; Requiring noA correspondent of the Sidney TeleOf hoar, htyh-templed Faith, have leagued again
summoned and the sick children were this genUeman begged him to allow his
tices of electionsof religioussocietiesto be given
Their lot with ours to rove the world about
graph estimates Hie population of the treated with antidotes. Hopes ore enter- family physician— Dr. Bare, of Middletwo Sundays In advance; regulatingthe layAnd some arc wilder comrades, sworn to seek
different toitos in the Black Hills as foling out of highways across railroads;proIf any golden harbor bo for men
tained of their recovery. —Mauch Chunk town, also well known here— do take
viding for the safety of persons attending
lows : ~ Deadwood, 2,500 ; Gayville,
In seas of Death and sunless gulls of Doubt.
charge of him. He consented ; and, alpublic assemblies amending the laws regulating in[Pa.) Cor. New York World.
1,000 ; South Bend, 500 ; Washington
quests; amending act regulating the powers of
though the army surgeons were disReturns made to the Bureau of Sta- City, 250 ; Lead City, 250 ; Golden Gate,
Boards of Supervisors ; relating to transfer of balHow much may be accomplished by pleased, the doctor assumed the care of
ances to the general fund.... Senate bill providing tistics at Washington ahow that during
300 ; False Bottom, 200 ; Montana City, untiring industryis shown by the ex- the General, and managed the case so
that the Township Board might review and oorftet,
on the applicationof partiesaggrieved, the tax levy the month of January, 1877, the total ex- 200 ; Crook City, 400 ; Spearfish,200 ; ample of a young man of San Francisco.
skillfullythat amputation was rendered
had all after the enacting clause strickenout.
ports of beef from the port of New York Custer City, 500 ; El Dorado, 100 ; Rap- He went to Virginia City, represented
unnecessary.”
House.— Petitions wei/ presentedfor uniform amounted to 4,567,633 pounds, valued at
id City, 150 ; total, 6,550.
that he was a clergyman, made the acfreightrates; relative to rates of interest;prescrib- $411,619. Of the total exporte, 1,976,000
From trustworthy sources it is esti- quaintance of thirty persons, borrowed Promotion in the English civil service
ing the standard weight of a bushel of apples; for a pounds, valued at $185,550, consisted of
mated than an emigrationof at least 30,- money from each to the aggregate of is so blocked by the number of aged
prohibitory liquor law ; for the admission of women
fresh beef (in refrigerators), which was 000 persona will take place the coming $1,700, and ran away, all within a
to the AgriculturalCollege;against the system of
members in it that it is proposed to recounty Superintendents
of Schools....Bills were shipped to Great Britain.
season, so that at the end of 1877 the week.
sort to compulsory retirement
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Last week we received the Philadelphia

i&LLAJTC) CITY NEW'S.

Tima on our table, anew, very
large,
weekly
newspaper. Its appear
Satukdav, Makcii 24, 1377.

Election Notice.

Registration Notice.

Clerk’s Office, City of Holland,
March 21,

Notice Is hereby given that the Board of
Registration of the City of Holland, will
meet at the following places in said city,
on Saturday, the 81st day of March, A. D.
1877, between the hours of eight o’clock
A. M. and eight o’clock P. M.t for the
purpose of completing the Huts of qualified
voters of the several wards of said city

Weekly

ance

1877.

captivating as a newspaper, furn

is

f

To the Electorsof thedty of Holland:

isbing a great variety of reading matter,

OUE StEI»» ELECTION,

)

Mortgage Sale.

CoW

Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
Of Zt?K« Uolla,ld’1
of Ottawa .nd
of the Common Council of the city of
At our spriui; election,to be held on the tors will continue wch a paper, it will, no
Holland, held March $1, 1877, the foflowilrst Monday of April next, the electors of doubt, become ope of the foremost papers inc preamble and resolutions were adopted
:
this county will be called upon to express in the Union, and we will be happy to add and ordered submittedto the vote of the
In
the
1st
Ward,
at
Engine
Rooms,
electorsof said city:
their views on bridge-buying
by the coun- her name to our exchange list. The WeekNo. 2;
voze w.son^A? '!iP,|e,4Ml wMch «Hld MortK. lin.?*1 0ctober- A. D., H7G,
Whtrens, In the opinion of the Common
ty. Pursuant to a resolution passed st the ly Times will be issued every Saturday on
In the 2nd Ward, at the Barber shop of
Council of the city of Holland there will
P. Schravesande;
January session of the Board of Supervis- a large double sheet of fifty-sixcolumns.
be required by said city for public puri
In the 3rd Ward, at the Common Counors of this County, a propositionwill be In addition to being the largest of the poses to be paid for from one or more of
cil
Room;
submitted to the voters of Ottawa County Eastern weeklies, it will be the cheapest the general funds of said city during the
fiscal year commencing on the third MonIn the 4th Ward, at the residence of
Jo purchase the Spring Lake bridge for and most attractive newspaper for all
day in March, A. D. 1877, a greater a- Geo. H. Sipp.
$9,000, and the Lamont bridge for $1,000. classes of readers, publishedIn the Union.
mount than can be raised by tor or loan
R. Kanters,
and Interest,and whereas th* wld mortage conNotwithstandingthat it is now understood In Literature, Science, Art, Agriculture, during said fiscal year, .owing to a large
H. C. Mathau,
that the£ity of Grand Haven is to “ keep Houshold Economy, Fashion, Social increase in the demands for the support of
J. W. Mihdkkiiout,
Hoard of
the poor of the city ; and
W. Choflky,
in repair and maintain the Spring Lake Sketches, Wit and Humor, Politics, IndusRegistration of
O.
Whereas, Such amount cannot be raised
the City of
bridge,” and Townships of Talmadge and try, Commerce, Trade, Finance, Markets,
or appropriated,nor such liability inJ.
Holland.
Georgetown the Lamont Bridge, we regard Correspondence and General News, it will curred during said fiscal year, unless the
G. 11.
it not at all advisable for the county to
be unsurpassedby any other like publica- proposition involvingthe raising of such
Simon
J
pay out the sum of $10,000, considering tion in this or any country. One of the additional amount as aforesaidshall be
Dated: Holland, March 10, A. D. 1877.
that our county Is already quite heavily distinctive features of the Weekly Times, sanctionedby a majority vote of the electors of said city, voting upon the proposiIndebted to the State, and our county commencing with its first number, will he tion, at the next annual city election;
taxes increasingevery year. For who a series of Chaptersof the Unwritten His- therefore be it '

and handsomely printed. If the proprie-

Sfv

&

BllEYMAN,

:

Dykkma,

I

8ii*p,

]

Schmid.

EMPLOYERS.

To

knows how soon

after the purchase the

county would be called upon to “ keep

own

repair and maintain” her

tory of the Civil War, from leading actors

in

property

in the
North and South.
in the cabinet,

?

might be some equity in
the plea; but, now that other towns have
battled through their own difficulties
.single-handed,

we

city

that the recruitingoffices in the
of Chicago are temporarily closed,

parties are constantlyapplying at Sheridan’s headquartersfor enrollment in the

fail to discover any

army. Of course they are informed that

equity in the plan.
instance, look at our bridge over

Black River, which was

built at a cost

of

the enlistment of recruits has readied the
limit allowed by law,

and that

they

must

$5,000, by the combined efforts of the

wait until some of the boys are killed, die

Township and

of disease, or are discharged,from

City of Holland, and paid

Moreover, the proceedings show, that
the committee to

whom

was submitted the

consideration of this matter, were divided,

a minority re-

bringing in a majority and

port— the majority report being agninM

number is being conraw recruits enlisted since last August about eight hundred have been assigned to Custer’s old
regiment, which now numbers 1,200 men,

Hardware

stantly reduced. Of the

HI.

including officers.

the purchaseof the bridges. In this majority

A Pleasant Duty.

report the committee refer to one

always a pleasure to recommend a
so admithat, if the county would buy these two
rably sustains all recommendations as does
bridges, “ the county would be petitioned Hr. King's New Discovery for Consumpand obliged to build a number of bridges tion, Coughs and Colds, being perfectly
throughoutthe county,” and we are of the reliable in every respect. A severe cough
or u neglected cold yields readily to its
opinion that this fear is well founded, and
wonderful power. By it the worst cases
therefore confidently believe that the vo- of Asthma and Bronchitis are cured in the
ters of Ottawa County will do like the shortest time possible. Consumption and
committee, and vote two to one against Cough worn patients will remember this
remedy is guaranteed to give immediate
he purchaseof any such bridges.
relief. Dr. King’s New Discovery is
pleasant to the taste and perfectly harmless.
As you value your existence you can not
THE TAX PAYERS’ MEETING.
afford to be without it. Give it a trial
The meeting which was called on Wed- Trial bottles free. For sale bv Wm. Van
Putten, also by J. O. Doesburg,Holland,
nesday evening to consider ways to reduce
Michigan.
our city taxation proved an unlucky failIt is

very importantfeature,to wii: the danger

good

article, especially one that

i

ure.

It

was

unfortunate, because, while

girths.

entirely missing its proper object, the dis-

cussion was diverted into such
as gave it the appearance of

attack

schools.

upon the public

.

*

Inst.,

MR. * MRS. J. H. NIBBEKINK.
Hou-and, Mich., March 7th, 1877.

ing that the movement did not receive
Some,

at least, of those

call for the meeting

them

who signed

when

for that purpose, did not desire or

expect that the public schools should be

made

singled out and

the scape goat of the

hard times and the high taxes.

Common

John

may

des-

would have been present
suggest a definite and proper mode of

inquiry, as to whether a reduction of ex-

A. Roost, City Clerk.

In the First Ward at the rooms of Fire
Company No.
P.

In the Third Ward at the
rooms

ofl

an important branch of the

would be wise or proper to do

And

this failure was

there is so

much work

for

pity,

when

such a meeting

in a proper direction.I dare not ask you
for room, except for a few figures. This

Watchmakers | Jewelers,

on the assessment
$18,411.77; this large sum

city collected in taxes
roll this year,

was squeezed out
all of

whom

of 600 tax payers,

almost

dealers

Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,

are persons only owning a

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

cheap cottage and garden, and depending
upon

their daily

wages

for a livelihood.

The average amount taken from each
tax payer is over $H0! When we consider
the fact that the wages of labor have
reached the lowest point known in thirty
years before in this neighborhood, and
that many of our people can barely support their families,do you wonder that
tney complain of high taxes!

The

fact

that they stop with complaining,speaks

84,

1877.

«_iy.

tax gatherer says that there arc STATE OF MICHIGAN, County
this year as loatk

of Ottawa, ss-

who

ported by the city this

who

For

the

First

of, if it takes

In view of these facts, is it at all un-

which

means
hat

it

to

-

-

/bf
of

the Third

-

-

-

H. D. P.

the

Gov. Robinson of New York has
pointed a host

of applicants l>y

nntlr,

Denrf?nhcv

Gen. George B. McClellan to the

A trno copy,

(Atteit.)

SAMUEL

L.

TATE,

Jodgo of Probate.

g. j.

vaarwerk.
10,

1875.

CROSBY’S
MORTON HOUSE BLOCK,
Comer Monroe and Ionia Streets

OHATSTD RAPIDS.
and remains the popu
Eating House of Grand
is

If

you want a square meal gc
and try them.

Cord-wood Sc stove-wood

for sale at
E. J.

HARRINGTON.

Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles
and other articles too numerous to mention,
at the store of

Breakfast 25 cts. Dinner 25
cts. Supper 25 cts.

OYSTERsTVpidALTY.

HARRINGTON.

A Good opportunityfor a

Grist Mill.

Inquire of .

-

Meals got up to order any timt
• and satisfaction guaranteed.

office

GIVE THEM A TRIAL.

---

i-tf

In place
expires, and

John A. Roost, City

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

City Lots for Sale Cheap at

one Constable In place of Pieter Konlng whose
term of office expires.

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

,

k

new lot of Embroidery

M.D.

and insertion at

HOWARD.

A

E. J.

Harrington.

great variety of

Styles of Ginghams,

‘Lawns

in

- fart

Siren, Kiel

First-Class Accommodations.

prints—

New

HARRINGTON.

ROCHESTER SEEDS.
ItU’i Floral Trtbuto,a book of 90 pages with C<
ored Plat*#,describes 600 vanelle? of Flow ere, V<
etablea.Bulba, Ac. Price 10 cts. This with 6 pk

Reid’s Fresh Flower Seed!

the most beautiful otahlfl

W. 3, BZIE

varieties at

City Hotel,
-

HARRINGTON.

Including Panay and Verbena, for 25 eta.
14 Choice varietiesand The Tribute, 60 eta. Vt
nf
If preferred.
etable Seeda fliihatlf
aubatltuted
If

Mention thia Paper

E. J.

KILLEAN, Proprietor.

new

handsome patterns, at

E- J.

THE

Wuiagrt.,

astonishingly low price.

Clerk.

for Sale.

j

Worsted Dress Goods— some of tl
opened here at c

richest patterns ever

e. j.

E.

office of

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.

HARRINGTON.

Harrington.

A! A<ire Farm
some
bearing
$25;
Cun2Pt bnshei;
QOjoee.
Mnlbcr/y,Appri*
containing

»

SW
Strawberries;

Cheatnnt,

*•

Cherry and Peach treeain bearing.
no money required down Inquire of

cot.

Boluks,

April

,g-

\

f

'

'^landegend,

loohaitar,V.

I

S900-

FOB SALE.
X00.

Superintendentof Public Works.

;

Poplins very

HARHINGTON.

E. J.

disap-

nominating

after this

Rapids.

Ward-One Alderman

ODoBreymaa whose term of

^

granted:
W,or^d’ lhtt Petitioner rive
in said wtato. of

1876.

1,

Glassware, Crockery, unsurpassed at the Cheap Store of

For the S^tond Word— One Alderman In place of
Johannes W. Mlnderhont whose term of office
expires and one ConstableIn place of

-----

done!

of

E. J.

I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
ami, six miles from this city. Near church
and school hpuse, at a bargain, 80 acres
of t|iis land is partiallyimproved. Also
o’clock in the afternoon be m40 acres of unimproved land in the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of

Ufn»^K!i2Sir *ho0™ not

Winter trade.

office expires.

43-tf

R

—

quantities.

This

Maalke Plugger,

reduce the heavy burden of taxes,

shall be

style

E. J.

Officers.
Ward— One Alderman In place of

Farm

reasonable, to ask that the money which
reasoname,

-

new

cheap at

Rokus Ranters whose term of office expires, and
one Con-tableIn place of Charles Odell whose

In the matter of the estate of Wllbeltnina

the last dollar to feed them.

jnd
if we can
--... Uut .

A

terms of office expire.

AI,Un,A-P1"S "ll°»

minors^ tonM5li* p,nKcr* »nd

Holland, Jan.

E. J. Harrinton.

Two School Inspectorsfor fnlt term In place of
Thomas E. Annls and Henry Uiterwijk whoso

reaching the amount of $300 a mootb!
The poor must be taken cart

for suits and bleached
and unbleached muslins, cheaper than ever

One Cl tv Clerk In place of John A. Roost whose
term or office expires.
One City Treasurer In place of Hendrikns Mcengs
whose term of office expires.

ex-

penses are increasing at an alarming rate,

Full line for the

Tweed

Ash way

term of office expires.

are sup-

year. Our poor

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

For the Fourih Ward— One AldermanIn place
of George H. Sipp whoaeterm of offlceexplreaand

were unable to pay their taxes, and some
were tax payers last year,

Boots and Shoes at

One Mayor In the place of John Van Landegend
whose term of office expires.
One Supervisor In place of Dork Te Roller whose

--

Probate Order.

many

Geo H

In pursuance of a resolution of the Board of
supervisors of Ottawa County, adopted by them
on the 5th day of January, a. D. 1877, the following question is to he submitted to the electorsof
said county for their adoption or rejection,via:
“Shall the County of Ottawa purchasethe Bridges
crossing Grand River In said County, known as the
Spring Lake and Grand Haven Bridges and the
Lamont Bridge."

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed. term of
Holland, Mardb

:o:

Ready Made Clothing — and

;

Ward

ing citizens.

The

Council

One Justice qf the Peace for full term In place
of Henry D. Po*t whose term of office expires.

well for their character as quiet, law abid-

nearly twice as

Common

Marsh- 1 In place of Pieter Honing
whose term of office expires.

VmII filne of (Sold Fens*

Misses Wear.

Holland, Mich., Sepi.

One City

All Kinds of Spectacles.

Youth and

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

City Officers.

in

Gents,

v

County Proposition.

it

so.

such a

<

*

one Justice
of the Supreme Court, whose terras of office will
begin on the first day of January,A. D. 1878.

school,

without stopping, to find out whether

Ladies,

liberal deduction tc
those who buy sets or in largt

Buttons of every description from the
cheapest to the finest— and many other
Engine fineries, too numerous to mention.

State Officers.
Two Regentsof the University, and

this necessary preliminary,they failed,

chop

-

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

A

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

At said election the following officers and propositions are to be elected and voted upon :

one, or the usefulness of the other. In

to

Hchravesande;

In the Fourth Ward at the residence of
Slpp.

without impairing the efficiency of the

HEROLD,

e.

From and

a complete stock at

In the Second Ward at the Barber shop of

penses in city and schools could be made,

and the only action suggested, was

2;

as follows:

Joslin&Breyman,

BOOTS & SHOES

date,
Flannels of every descrip- intend to devote to this lineo
trade the necessary attention
tion and color very cheap at
and will keep on hand a com
E. J. HARRINGTON.
plete stock of White Graniti
The Choicest Groceries and and G. C. Ware.

At tie M. E. Church ParsonTo the Electors of the City of Holland:
age, Holland, Mich., March 22nd, by Rev. Wm.
Coplin, Mr. Wesley D. Smith of Jackson, Mich.,
Noticb is hereby given, that the annual charter
election for the City of Holland, will be held on
and Miss Lena Brewer, of Holland, Mich.
Monday the 2ud day of April next (heing the first
Monday in April,)In the several ward* of Mid city,
at the places designated by the Common Council

got up the call
to

numbered four (4) In block numbered twenty nine

New Dry Goods.

Council of the

Clerk’s Office, City of Holland, )
Friday. March 16, 1877. f

Itdrfrtijscmrnts.

follows, rl^-

HAERIHGTOFS CROCKERY!

Election Notice.

SMITH-BREWER—

$eir

as

rr^;t? n..pl^e.0rP“r'elofland. situate In
Sate
m! ? 8Dd' " , C°?nt,r 0f 0,,awa a»d
of Michigan, to-wit: the east half of lot

I

parried.

was certainly expected that those who

It

premises to be sold arc described

1877.

I

the

presentedto

CImilffS.1?*1
b«eJng ,he p,ace for holding the
Circuit Court for said county. The said mortgaged

Promptly

If such was intended, it is not surpris-

support and sympathy.

^

hnlpnn/t e|riU00n °f.
dV Bt lhe ^Ont door Of
the Conn House. In the City of Grand Haven In

Tinware very Neatly and

By order of the
city of Holland.

twin daughter?, to

Pwielf

the city the additionalamount of one
thousand dollars, he and the same is hereby submitted to a vote of the electorsof
Repaired.
the city of Holland, voting upon the Question, at the next annual city election, to
be held on the first Monday in April, A.
Call and see and give us a share
D. 1877; that at said election the vote
shall be by ballot; and that each ballot
of your Patronage.
shall contain the words: ” For the raising and appropriatingof an additional
J. VANDERVEEN.
amount of one thousand dollars for the
Holland, Marcli 10,
4-6m
support of the poor of the city;” or,
" Against the raising and appropriating
of an additional amount of one thousand
dollars for the support of the poor of the
ignate.

On ihc 7th

Store

-

-

city,” as the elector in eacli ease

channel

a

an

‘.w,
La. ,hfi hleh‘,8t bidder on the
ntoWtoytfW.A.
D. 1877, at one o’clock

IsTIEW

which

several causes the

for by them.

Council of the

FREE OF CHARGE.

Now

years ago, there

Common

amount The Farmer? in this section, who want experiof one thousand dollars (being an amount enced hands for stock feeding, wood choupiiw, and
general farm work, can be supplied
not exceeding and less than two percent
of the assessed valuation of the property
in said city as shown by the last preceding
On applying by letter, or In perwu to the
tax roll, and additional to the one and onequarter per cent or aggregate amount which
Young Men'* Christian Associathe Common Council may raise by general
tion I rie Employment Bureau,
tax during the said fiscal year upon the tax115 Fifth Avenue, Chicago,
able real and personal property in the city,
J. M. HITCHCOCK, Sup't.
for the purpose of defraying the general
expenses and liabilities of the corporation
exclusive of school taxes, ns provided in
the city charter) shall be and the same is
hereby raised and appropriated for the
support of the poor of the city for and
during the said fiscal vear, commencing
on the third Monday in March, A. D. 1877;
Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,
that the said amount of one thousand dollars shall be credited to the “ Poor Fund”
of the city, said Mind being one of the
general funds of said city; and that said
.
amount shall be raised by general tax upon the taxable real and personal property
in the city and shall he spread upon the .vT l<’.'.ulder8!gncd ha" opened a hardware store in
the old stand of G. J. flaverkate, where be will
next annual assessment roll; and be it keep constantlyon hand a completestock of Genfurther
eral Hardware.Stoves. Glass, Nails, Farming Ira
Resolved, That in accordance with the nlementi.Carpenter’sTools and everythingelse
belongingto our line of business.
provisions of Title XXI of the city charO
ter, the above resolution, proposing to
raise by tax for the support of the poor of

the forum,

had been adopted some twenty

If this plan

For

field, in

Resolved,By the

city of Holland, that an additional

In

rrintha la yood t On# Indnatrona voting man
m»<!o th* soovo aum
month*— from Anguat toJtrma
OUTauIngfor th* llluntr»>*J« llt-DOO* AKDOCT," pricl
nt *nn'im. Inch uilnf *nr nnoof thn flue oil chrorno*, “Or
JunUla,"“Ainarieaa Harvoat," or “Virgin VacU," cachl
Profit

In

OOL
tpepera

1
riarvrrtimrja JUTXtt

Wotoww

lotting 5.

Mich.,

Elkction tickeU piloted cheap fur cash

office.

at this

Dklawaue

Missks Kate and Maggie Plugger arc
.

r

.

\

Arbor.

peach-growersare buoyant

H. Gkzon's new store is nearing completion, and will

soon open his

doors to

the public.

Ann

Studying seems to agree with
to

now

are

| Count Von

at Holland, Michigan, March 22, 1877:

Extensive peat-beds
Iowa City are

Zeeland, numbering ten sleighs.

to be

men

in

the vicinity of

worked by

company

a

he will
Senator Sherman has a little adopted
supreme court daughter whom he took from a New Yoik

party.

The Spring session of the Classis of
Holland will be held at Zeeland, in the
Reformed Church, on Wednesday, the 4th

gan.

to draw his $8,000

the past winter, it

is

salary

and that Evarts,

estimated,

know

looking lor more stable business. Messrs, fcurlis rules
L. D. V Users, A. Westmaas and J. De /

was

sent to the penitentiary.

pretty

Yankee project.

little

The London Telegraph remarks that the
Beer, have traded or disposed of their ' Tfik Pa™. Lyons and Mediterranean amount of national debt repaid already by
Railroad extends over 3,195 miles, and
property, and gone to farming.
the government of the United States since
the whole system, when completed, will
the war “puts to shame all that England
The semi-annualmeeting of the Holland covei 4,423, a greater mileage than any
has done in the same way lor the lust cenCity TemperanceSociety, for the election American road can show.
tury or more.”
of officers, etc , will be held at Kenyon’s
Since the confirmation of Hayes CabiHall, on Tuesday, March 27th, at 7 r. m.
The paint makers are grinding up Egypnet, Zachariah’a confidence in human
All the members will please attend.
tian mummies for the fine brown color
nature has weakened to such an extent
Ar a session of President Hayes’ cabinet that the balsamic charm of the matutinal which they make when powdered. This
color is due to the asphaltuin with which
it was resolved, on Wednesday last, by a
cock-tail is impotant to revive it.
the cloths wrapped around the mummies
vote of 4 to 8, not to withdraw the troops
was impregnated.
Randall
happened
into
the
Massachufrom Louisiana; and unanimously agreed
setts
assembly
the
other
day,
and
both
to call an extra session of Congress by the
Japan, when she entered into commerhouses took a recess in order to grasp the
4th of June.
cial relations with other powers, promised
cx speaker by the hand. Then they reWe learn from good sources that the turned to a consideration of the Spitz dog. to put lighthousesaround her coast, and
now has 30, ten being of the first class,
Republicans in this city intend to hold

/

James K. Polk died ever so long ago, and employs 20 Europeans and 100 Japs
ward caucusses, and from there send their
but
his widow survives, and the legisla- in the lighthouse service.
delegates to a city caucus or convention.
ture of Tennessee never adjourns*ine die

without doing themselves the pleasure,

and the memory of Polk the honor, of
the new advertisementof Messrs. Joslin

calling upon her.

Recent experiments

at

Antwerp, Bel-

magnificent stock of watches, jewelry and

gium,

fancy goods, and are able to suit the most

bor with electric light have been very suc-

fastidious.— Call and see them.

cessful. It is believed that this mode of

for lighting up the river and the har-

lighting will

Most of our room will be occupied by

A former residentof Fond du
Wis.,

now

be generally adopted for

the lighting up of large spaces.

the city in this issue. The annual settle-

coming

is located.

in quite thick again,

and altogether

we are having a second busy

winter

On

Thursday lust the bell once more season.
pealed forth its doleful sounds. Well, if

and Michigan
having sold for $80,000; the right for
Pennsylvaniabeing held for a round
in Wisconsin

million.

A room

in

the Jail at Troy N., Y., has

What have
to say

the squeelers about high taxes

gretted, it being probablethat, as a result,

we

about this?

shall get something like

agreement as

Wk

have received

Scribner's

Monthly and

a

Atlanta, Ga.,

St. Nicholas for April. These superb Mag-

azines are a literarytreat. For selected
reading matter, poetry and prose, and for
mechanical execution,they are undoubtedly unsurpassed,and deserve the patronage of the entire nation.

A Democratic Caucus

Townhouse, in
on Fridy, the

will be held in the

A Republican Township Caucus
inst

,

to

has

meet on Thursday, the 29lh

at the town

house of the Township of

Holland. All the Republican voters of
the Township are respectfully invited to
attend.

Many
Every day we

Republicans.

see loads

of

brick pass-

ing to the building-site of E. Van der
Veen’s new block. The brick looks well
and comes from the yard of Veeneklaasen

& Bulks.

This brick will make

u solid

building, and will be nicely adapted for a

clock-toweron the corner. Don’t forget
it!

Some

of our

young men are accused of

being troublesome and hilarious in

religi-

ous meetings, and an instance

of this

on Sunday evening
Church, may possibly

the M. E.

of

last in

lead to prosecution

the guilty parties.

young men to read
made and provided

kind

We

the law in

advise the

such

case

before they repeat

it.

are

happy

to

announce

to the friends

of Mr. Jacob 0. Docsburg that he

is

slow-

ly improving. We also wish to remind

marble from Vermont

for headstonesin the national cemetery at

voters

ietta there are inexhaustiblequarries of

Aiders.

NEW FIRM!
G. Van Putten.
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Dry Goods,

Hats

S-

(’ap.s,

Groceries,

Crockery,
Flour <fe Feed.
Etc., Etc.

The Goods are fist-class
—
—
O'--1

PRICES ARE LOW.

upon.

A prompt delivery free of charge, can

c
75

be relied

Ul

H
© S3 H
ft

I

t3T CALL AND SEE.
G.

Holland, Aug.

VAN PUTTEN.

2, 1870.
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Having succeededthe late Arm of G. Van Putter
A Co., at the same stand and In the same business
wishes to advertise through the calumn* of the
Nkw* hi* Mock of

MERCHANT TAILOR
<1

Ha* removed his business to

H

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH

to

*

J. \V.

Bosnian,

7

Tailor,

Dealer In all kind* of

Ready Made
AND

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING
hla

NEW BRICK STORE

it

Monroe Street,

Will be pleased to see all hi* old friend* and ciutomers that reqnlreanything In the clothing line.
Me make, cut and trim to order anything In our
line according to the lateststyles,and for tb« low
est possible prices.

Repairing Neatly Done

IS

GIVE US A TRIAL
I. P. THIBOUT.

5.

Moved into

TEIBOUT,

I. P.

Ueuvbe an agency
and $50 or $100 per week.
“TEf

mi

HASr AND NXV12 CUT OJOSDIB”

HOMESTEAD $20
SEWING

$20 MACHINE

the finest marble.

One door Wcet of VAN LANDEGEND A MELIS
For Domestic use.
and now offer* a full line of good* and at *uch reaBy order of the Democratic
sonable
prices,
that
It will be to the advantage of
When recently at the Kited via I Geo- every one to come and Inquire. We have ample
Township Committee.
With Tahli ul Fiitm Coiplttsoalj
graphical Society M. de Lesseps was ex- facilities In our new quarter* to make up clothing
at short notice.
A perfect and rrn equaled, large, strong and durEnw. Orr and Hilton Ketchum, the plaining the scheme for inundating the
able Machine, constructedelegant and solid, from
two tramps, of whose arrest we made men- Sahara, and wanted something where
the best material with mathematical precision, for
tion in onr last issue, were tried on a to point on the map, Gen. Stone, the Pres- ALL ENDS OFJIEn FTOSISHINB NODS, Constant Family use or manufacturing purpose*
Always ready at a moment's notice to do It* day’s
charge of conspiracyto commit crime, on ident, drew his sword, and courteously
work, never out of order, and willlasta generation with moderate care; easy to understand and
Hats
&
Caps
in
Great
Variety.
Tuesday last. They were found guilty by presented it. But M. de Le>seps gracemanage; light, smooth, and *wift running, like
the well-regulated movement of a fine watch; Simthe jury and sentenced to the Detroit fully declined, saying that he was a man
Compact, Efficientand Reliable, with all the
us a call
see our ple,
House of Correction lor the terra of eighty of peace, and preferred M. Bourdon’s cane
valuable improvement* to be found In the highest
priced Machines,warrantedto do the same work.
Goods.
days.
for his purpose.
m e
and "* ^P'11 *nd "tnooth a* a $7ft
Machine. An acknowlcgcd triumph of Ingenious
J. W.
The long suffering illness of one of our
mecnanlcalskill, essentiallythe working woman's
Holland, Den. 2,
42-ly
Gov. Colquitt of Georgia has a Dromio
friend,and far in advance oraltordlnaryTMachlne*
respected citizens,Mr. J. Meyers, termifor absolute Strength. Reliability and general tiacin the person of a member of the Legislalulness; will Hem. Felf. Tuck, Si aru, Quilt, Bind,
nated on Monday last. He was fully preture, Mr. B.. who so strongly resembles
pared to die, and remained conscious to
the ruler of the State that he is constantly
with wonderful rapidity, neatness and ease/ aewa
within a few minutes of his death. The
The nndereignedwishes to Inform hi* old friend* the strongest laatlngatltch equally Ine and smooth
mistaken for him . Scores of hungry office and
resident*
of
Holland
and
vicinity
that
being
at
throughall kinds of goods, from eambrle to several
funeral ceremonies took place on Wednesseekers besiege the amiable B., and he, present located at Mnskegon, he ha* made arrange- thicknesses of broadcloth or leather, with fine or
day forenoon at Hope Church, from thence
menu with Mr. W. Vorst. at Holland, at whose coarse cotton, linen, allk or twine. Give* perfect
being waggishly inclined, promises them store, on River Htrcet.alljoh work for binding can satisfaction. Will earn its cost several time* over
the corpse was taken to Saugatuck for inwhatever they want in the blandest man- be left. I have purchaseda new and complete line n a season in the work it does, or make a good
of tool* and stock and will furnish flr*t-cla** work living for any man or woman who dealretlo uae it
terment, by the Free Masons of this city, of
Ibatnurpof
ner, and poor Colquitt is obliged to enfor that
purpose; works sofuithlnl and easy the
A. CLOETINGH.
which order he was a member.
servantsor children can use it without damage.
Muskeook,Sept. 4 18711.
dure the complicationswhich ensue.
i

UH

and

Give

BOSMAN.

Mme

1876.

BOOKBINDING!

........

The Holland City
facturing

Company

Butter

Tub Manu-

are out with illustrated

circulars to Introduce their valuable patent
to the

W e

and

H. WlJKIIUIJSEN,

ELFKRDINK,

P
3

3

shipping

Township of Holland, Marietta,there is within sight of the new
30th inst., at 2 P. M., for the Post Office an uncoveredmountain of
nominatingcandidates for granite,and not twenty miles from Mar-

purpose of
Township offices. All Democratic

II.

&

the

are respectfully invited to attend.

been called

W. &

Merchant

While the Government is

grnnit from Maine to build a Post Office in

of the government.

y

cc

rational

fundamental principles

to the

81-1

2!

is lauded ?

Sept. 25. 1870.
J.

Short Notice,

and the properties of the voilet ray tested

it

Mr. J. Albers will attend to hi* Clock and Jew
clry business, ami Mr. Wijkl.uijsen to the Watches.
However, each of them will wait on the pub ic in
absenceof the other. They have a large and beau
tiful stock of Clocks and Watches,which they offer
for sale cheap.

ItppaiHny neatly done and at

O
M

beast since

No. 52, Eighth Street.

Holland, Mich.,

The above firm make a apcclaltyof custom work
Guarantee aattafaction.Their prlcea are low
enough to compute with any house in the citv.
They keep conatantly or hand a choice varietyof
Ladle* and Children a toea and gaiter*.

been furnished with blue-glass windows,

Quite a number of our exchangesare
asking: Where is Chandler (Zach)? Well,
Zach landed the beast all right, and now
he is enjoyinghis bottle, very likely. But

tack

CALL AND SEE

RIVER STREET,

22

anil

Offer* his service* as each to the public and will
guaranteehi* work for moderate charge*. Having
been engaged for some time pa*t for Messrs. Joslin
<fc Hreyman, ha* now started for himself In the
store of Mr J. ALBEE3. at

Holland, - - - Michigan

2

The Boston Gbbe concludes that the
change of front of both parties on the the question involuntarilyarises to our
extra taxes— so can we. However, we
question of State’s rights is not to be re- mind: How does he like the looks of the
shall not give up the project of a clock!
the Council can stand the bull-dozing and

NO.

process for convertingiron into steel, the
it

ELFERDINK’S

H.

Miller

AT

a

Sleighing has been first-ratefor the upon prisoners. T wo suffering from acute
ment is no small job for the officials engaged, and should be carefully read by last two weeks, and the stave factory of E. rheumotism have been benefitted,and one
everybodywho takes an interest in his Van der Veen & Co., are daily receiving who suffered intensely from neuralgiahas
own home, and tip} corporation in which more stave bolts. Logs and wood are also been completed)'cured.
it

W. &

Lac,

now of Pittsburgh,has patented

right to use

&

Breyraan. These gentlemen carry a truly

T.K. ANNIS, M.D.

who

------

call the attention of our readers to

We. Invite our friend* and the public generally to
give ue a *hare of their patronage.

just how he

Mr. Van IIalteren, of Grand Haven, a milion bison have been killed in western
will make ends meet.
requests us to say that there is no under- Texas, for their hides alone, the carcasses
standing between him and Mr. L. M. 8. being left to rot on the prairies.
A TUNNEL under Boston common, to
Smith in regard to the Grand Haven Postconnect the Bostcn and Albany and the
Grant says he lost faith in civil-service
office.
Boston and Piovidcnee railroad trucks
----- <*
\ reform when the man who passed the best
with those of the northern railroads, is a
Here, like everywhere else, people are Wminatlon under the George William

We

and Fancy Articles.
PreHcriptionfCArefultr prepared at all hone* of
the day and niuht. Oar stock i* all rtrat-clafa, ood
we offer It to the public cheap fur caeh.

TUG FOR SALE.

isn’t overly rich, doesn’t

old-fashioned city caucusses.

Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,

lories.

as secretary of state,

Durino

will avoid the ballot stufllng in the

IlSlHlfe.

DEALERS IN

Columbia, S. C., negotiatingfor the

$50,000 a year

day of April.

H. WijBmijsen,

Stmt.

Charles Von Prestenstein, republican,
orphan asylum when she was. a baby.
treasurer of Manistee.Mich., has left for T AM authorised to •ell the Stoam Tug “Gem”
I on favorable terma. Inquire of
parts unknown, taking with him someMANLY D HOWARD.
The Detroit flsh hatchery last season
Holland, Feb. 17, 1677. Holland,JJlch.
where near $1,000 of township money.
distributed eight milion young whilefish
in the streams and lakes In lower MichiIt is reported that it cost Hamilton Fish

inciisestowhich the United Slates is u

--

0pp. Van Raalte’s Shoe Store.

of the place.

establishmentthere of large cotton fac

states that

---

summoned with

Ex-Gov. Sprague, of Rhode Island, is

on Wednesday to in

passed through here

Verbkf.k P. M.

,

.

Arniui is rcimred dviug.at

the presence of gold in paying quantities.

A School excursion from North Holland

John Jansen, William McFall.

This

ANNIS & BROEK,

Drs.

---

carried

minutes.

thirty-five

Anr. Gen. Devens

Nkws.

for the

of the business

List of letters remaining in Post-Office

appear in person before the

pay

!

from New York
The excavation of Twentieth street, in
New Orleans in sixty-four hours and Denver, Col., for city purposes, revealed

Mails

Seba, he looks well.

Wm.

jn

-- * ---- —

**

®(ic;sjTUi>"V ujiir

Ht. 86, Eighth

;

Mr. Seba Ledcboer is home from

---

WANlm-Nov

Jiihnf,

lirfat Uirnin.

re* e\p«>r ed iti

u

at

over the prospects of an unusually large Nice.4 His son has been
crop.
i the utmost haste.

t

home fwui Kalamazoo, during spring va-

cation.

IjritvIS turned

cAintry at large. They

ore

pushing

their manufactory to completion with all
possible dispatch, and expect to

operations In a few

Of Peaches the Country Qcntlemnsnyi:
“The liability to rot in Hale’s Early just
at ripeniug has

and

greatly lessened

we recommend caution

its value,

in planting

commence extensively.Corledge’s Favorite

weeks. We

notice

is

a

it

MMiilTI

DEALER

IN

re-

ityie

Ac., mailed

free.

terprlslng Clergymen, Teaehets, Business Men,
Traveling or Local A genu. Ac., who desire exeln•^•|A^eacie*,furnUhed on application.Address

liable and valuable sort in most localities.

his friends that his business is going right

of bolts on their premises, and more Crawford’s Early has a wider approval in
coming every day, preparatoryto being this country than any other peach. CrawKan ter s, as guardian, and the personal atcutup for manufacture.We hope their ford’s Late stands well, but is a poor beartendance of Mr. Henry M. Ferry, a young
er in many places. The old Red Cheek
effortswill be crowned with success.
gentleman of undoubted abilityas a drugMelocoton is usually regarded as supergist.
biONOR Dassi of Milan is bent on or- ceded by these, but still has a good deal of
lots

along under the supervision of Mr. A. M.

ganizing a direct line of steamersbetween irierit as a market sort. Stump the
Pursuant to a call a public meeting his native land and the United States. World, we fear, may be too late for your
was held in Kenyon’s Hall, in regard to He has demonstrated to the Milanese caplatitude (Northern New York), otherwise
our public schools, on Wednesday evening italists that such a line would absorb all
it is aq excellent peach. Oldmixon Freelast. It hardly came up to the expecta- the trade of the various Mediterranean nastone would probably succeed better, and
tions of its promoters, very little light tions with the United States. The project
Large Early York is a popalar early sort.
being thrown on the real question. The has already been entertainedby the ItalAmong the new sorts the Arnsdenand
vote* taken are no real Indicators of the ian shipbuilders, who propose fitting up
Alexander are well worth trying on a modsentimentof the meeting, for the simple 8,000 ton steamer*, on the improved syserate scale on account of their extreme
reason that both sides were not presented tems, so as to consume only twenty dive
earl in ess combined with desirablequaliwith sufficient force and detailed accuracy. tons of coal per day.

11.1,1

Drawers and Cabinet H tries each at correspondIngljr low rates. Bafe delivery guaranteed,free
from damage. Explanatory pamphlets llluatrsted
with enj ravings of the several styles of Machines,
_______ „

ties.

Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Meat Market,
No. T6, Eighth St.

Of the neateat style* and be*t qualities which I
offer cheaper than anybody cite.

This Meat Market is In BluHer’s Store, two doors
East of L. T. Ksnter*’ Hook Stove. They keep oa
hand a choice assortmentoi fresh meats, and also
keep

Fresh Fork, Salt Fork,

Makes Custom Work
Specialty.

and every thing else belonging to that line of
business. Full welghU and good qualityis our
standing
...... .
.

rule.

Gome and Give us

a

VAN DEN BERG
D. B. K.

VAN RAALTX

Holland, Feb.

24, 1877.

Trial
A BRAA’f.

TWENTY

YEA

KS AGO.

the
I’ve
Mohool-hoHM

IV

dent, under the edge of the table. Then
she cut and basted some more work, mak-

Tom,

Kandored iu

the tree
ITP«u the
pUy- ground,
"Tiidi ehclteredyou and me.
Uut none were there to greet me, Tom,
And few were left to know
That played with uh upon the green,
Some twenty years ago.

The green

ing rubbish enough about the floor to in-

been sheltering a very great criminal insure the servant having to use her dust- deed.
pan before dinner. By the time this was
“AVhat do I mean ?” grinned the deaccomplished she discovered little Hor- tective. “ Whv, that you have made the
ace and the machine in such danger of orkardestmistake,missis, you ever made
coming to grief together that, first driv- in your life. You’ve heard of Gen. Aring that innocent to the other side of the nim as lives in the marble palace up the
room, and then picking up the scattered
V
shuttles and reels, she called Ann up
“ Of course I have— indeed have some
stairs to put the parlor to rights, and left acquaintance with him.” “Or would
the room, taking Horace with her.
give the universe to scrape one,” she
When Mr. Garret came home to dinner might with truth have added.
he saw by his wife’s portentous face that
“That’s unlucky for you” observed
something dreadful had occurred.
the officer, with an obvious lack of sym“James,” said she, solemnly, “I have pathy ; “for you see, this here cook as
found that girl out in a theft.
you have accused of stealing, is his only

Tom-

just as green,
Barefooted boya at play
Were sporting, Just as we did then,
With spirits Just as gay ;
But the master sleeps upon the hill,
Which, coated o’er with snow,
A ft orded us a sliding-place,
Just twenty years ago.
is

“WTiat do vou mean?” asked Mrs.
Garret. She began to believe she had

Hudson?”

The old school-house is alterednow,
The benches are replaced
By new ones, very like the same

OXa^.zi.K'0

SOMNAMBULISTIC CAPERS.
Remarkable AcrobaticPerformance of

a

Detroit Young I*dy in Her Sleep.

“O.li.T.”

SPOOL (OTTOS.

[From the Detroit Free Press.]

One

of the

most remarkable exhibitions

somnambulism ever given in this city
took place about 1 o’clock Saturday
morning near the coher of High and
Sixth streets. The principal actor in the
serio-comic drama was an 18-year-old
miss, named Annie Barton, and she was
first discovered by C. W. Hedges. He
was on his way home when his attention
was attracted by a queer-lookingobject
of

How

and Where it ia Made— The
Clark Thread Company— Largest

Worki in the Hew WorldAcres of Splendid Buildings— Foreits of

Won-

r

derful Machinery.

seated upon the top of a grapevine arbor
just over the fence. Stopping, Mr. The Process of Manufacture,
Hedges looked at the figure until he saw
“Who? Amanda?”
daughter and heiress ”—
it move, when he spoke to it, but re“ Pshaw 1 no. Your superior girl, Ann.
“What?”
Down in the Cotton Flelda— The
She has helped herself to $20 of mine.”
The spring that bubbled'neath the hill,
Mrs. Garret sat down on a broken- ceived no answer. At this juncture,
Employes’ Societles---The
Close by the spreading beech,
“Good gracious1” cried Mr. Garret, backed chair, with a face as pale as Capt. C. C. Starkweather,of the TrumIs very low— twas once so high,
bull Avenue Police Station, came along
Clark Hose Company— A
pausing in the act of carving the turkey. a ghost.
That we could almost reach
Yes ; it was a $20 note which — ahem
Grand Relief Society
And kneeling down to get a drink,
To think that her penetration should Sixth street on his way home. He was
Dear Tom, I startedso,
— happened to fall out of my desk on have served her so ill as to suffer her to stopped by Mr. Hedges, who pointed
Employees’ CentenTo see how much that I had changed,
the floor tliis forenoon. I was busy insult tliis lady— this daughter of one of out the queer figure, and they were not
Since twenty years ago.
nial Excursion
long in doubt as to the nature of the
with Horace and so — ahem — forgot to the grandest magnates of society.
The Renowned
Near by the spring, upon the elm,
apparition. “ It’s a tvoman,” said Capt.
pick it up before I left the room. When
“ How in heaven’sname can I apoloYou know I cut your name—
Eureka Club
I came down to dinner I instantly missed gize for my mistake ?” she gasped. “I’ll Starkweather, and “she must be
Your sweetheart'sjust beneath it, Tom,
And you did mine the same.
asleep !” continued Mr. Hedges. Arrivit, and the abandoned creature actually die of shame outright !”
and Thistle
Some heartless wretch hath peel'd the bark,
ing at that conclusion,the men opened
said she might have swept it into the
Band.
Twas dying, sure, but alow,
“ Meanwhile, we haven’t found the
Just as the one whose name we cut,
dustpan and burnt it. FortunatelyI have bank note,” observed the officer with the gate, and, walking to the arbor,
Died twenty years ago.
the number of it, and after dinner you malace prepense. “Shall I go on with called to the sleeping girl, but received
no reply. Capt, Starkweather then begun MANY INTERESTING PARTICULARS.
must go immediately and fetch a Dollce- the s’arch ?”
My eyelids had been dry, Tom,
But tears came in my eyes
man.”
“No, no! gracious sake, leave me! climbing up the arbor, at which the girl
I thought of her I loved so well,
started on a lively run, and, going the
Bewildered,
though
far
from
con‘ Those early, broken ties—
[From the E*uex County Press, Newark, N. J.]
Let me think !” groaned our friend in
whole length of the arbor roof, made a
1 visited the old churchyard, *
vinced by the proof of Ann’s guilt real anguish of mind.
/ At thtJ foot of Clark street, in the Eighth
And took some flowers to strew
which his spouse cited, Mr. Garret sufSo the officerwent down stairs with a jump, clearing a space of about eight jWnrd of the city of Newark, on the banka of the
Cpon the graves of those we loved,
fered himself to be sent off on his errand ve:tv different manner from that in which feet, alighting on the roof of a woodshed.
pome twenty years ago.
Passaic, occupying several acres of ground.
This maneuver astonished the men,
of justice, and soon returned with a de- he) had ascended.
U]xni which are buildingsthe flooring of which
Some are in the churchyardlaid,
tective, armed with a warrant, and Ann
Meanwhile the following interviewhad who awakened Mr. Thompson and his iheasureH nearly eight acres, are situated the
Some sleep l>eneaththe sea—
was
imperatively
rung
up,
while
Amanda
But few arc left of our old dues
taken place between the master of the family and told them that there was a largestthread works in the New World, emsleep-walkerupon their woodshed Soon
Excepting you and me
was ordered to remain, that she might house and the accused
And when our time shall come, Tom,
Mr. Thompson, his wnfe and son joined ployingabout fifteen hundred hands and- paytake a warning from the event to take
“Sir,”
said
the
Litter,
as
soon
as
they
And we are called to go,
ing out every two weeks from sixteen to twenty
place.
I hope they’ll lay us where we played,
were alone. “I think you have the Mr. Hedges and the Captain in the thousand dollars in wages, to be distributed by
Just twenty years ago.
“Ann,” said her master, feeling very feelings of a gentleman.‘ Further con- chase. What was thfir surprise to find
Miss Barton had clambered from the the employes among different classes and occusmall, ‘ Mrs. Garret misses some money,
cealment is useless, and before I leave
shed to the wing, and thence to the apex pations in the city, and from fifteen to twenty
and this man has come to
’’
this house I owe you an explanation.”
THE LOST BASK SOTE.
thousand per month to other parties here, who,
“ Find it, my dear,” rejoined the ofMr. Garret thought tliis was the be- of the roof of the main building, where
ficer, who had been regarding her with ginning of a confession of guilt, and she stood quietly leaning against the in various ways, are connected with this vast
'‘ James,” said Mrs. Garret, while
chimney. Finally a bidder was procured establishmentAlthough having the largest
undisguised interest. “So if yon’ll said
sitting at breakfast one morning, “I
and young Thompson climbed to the side pay-rollof any employers in New Jersey, and
hand over the keys of your kit we’ll pro“ Yes, Ann,” very sadly, but kindlyi
don’t like that new girl. I have my susof the roof, hut, getting there, found it contributingmore to the welfareand prosperity
ceed to business instanter.”
“ I am not what I seem,” pursued Miss
picious about her. ”
so covered with snow and ice that it was
“And,” said Mrs. Garret, sternly, “if Amim, in an agitated manner
of the city than all its financial institutions
“ About Ann !” returned Mr. Garret,
impossible for him to reach the girl.
the stolen property is found in your
combined,
we hear less in the newspapers of
“You
may
have
heard
of,
six
months
iu surprise. “ Why, it’s only a few days
So down he came, and the ladder was
possession, you will go to prison, miss
ago, Gen. Arniin’s daughter, who disapthis world of wealth-makersthan of some
ago that I heard you boasting to Mrs.
carried to the front of the house, where
that yon shall.”
peared.”
j second-class money-lendingshop on Broad
Brenmer you had the best cook in New
it was put in position, with one end
Aim’s white face slowly kindled with
“
Heavens,”
muttered
Mr.
Garret,
who
York.”
! street. It would be useless for any one to atagainst the roof peak. This time Capt
a scorching red ; her large dark eyes feared poor Ann was insane.
tempt to trace to their source all the varied ii>“ So she is a good cook. I don’t exStarkweathertook off his boots and
dilated with a deep horror; her lips
“ My father,” slowly continued Miss
dustries which have entered into the produo
pect to get such anothar for twice the
turned pale ; her breatli seemed to leave Amim, “wished me to marry a gentle- climbed up. The girl stood quietly unwage*. It is not about the work— she
bon of Clark's “O. N. T.” Spool Cotton,which
til he was within a few feet of her, when
her in a gasp.
man who was in every way repugnant to
does all that well— but I’ve no trust in
is sold by every merchant dealingin dry goods,
she ran toward the wing, and sliding
“ You accuse— me of theft?” she falher. ”
me, I having already given my heart to
went from one roof to the other ; thence fancy goods, hosiery, notions, etc., in the Unitered.
another whose want of fortune was his
“What has she done?”
ted States, and containstwo hundred yards of
Mr. Garret silently put her into a only fault. I would not disobey my she jumped back to the grape arbor, and,
“ What has she done ?” echoed the lady,
before
any
of the men could get to her, that indispensablearticle, strong, smooth and
somewhat sharply. “ Nothing, of course, chair. She looked as if the shock would father by following the dictates of my
jumped to the ground, and, dashing beautiful. It is made up uf
strike her dead.
heart, yet how could I go through the
or I’d Send her packing ! But she’s sly
“ Do you deny,” demanded Mrs. Gar- daily sorrow of thwarting his express through a back gate, ran up High street.
and secret, and won’t tell me anything
nearly forty-two million dodbijnos,
The chase was continued to the Crawford
about herself ; and has ridiculous airs ret, none the less spitefully for this at- wishes ! I resolvedto escape from both Street Park, where she was captured.
almut sleeping alone, and won’t even tention, “that you picked up that temptations at a time, and I could think Then it was found that she was com- and yet is so line as to be hardly visible a few
inches from the naked eye. The immense capiallow Amanda inside her bedroom door. $20 bill that was dropped on the of no way in which I could more securepletely dressed, with the exception of a
carpet,
just
on
tliis
spot,
this
afternoon
?
tal invested in The Clark Thread Company's
ly hide myself than by going into service
There s something wrong, depend upon
hat and shawl, and that during all of her
Haven't
you
got
it
in
your
pocket,
or
Works, and the vast volume of business, amountfor
awhile.
I
confided
my
story
to
the
it. If there wasn’t a screw loose somehazardous midnight ramble she had not
ing to several millions |>er annum, extending to
where she would not be here for such trunk, or hidden about your bedroom at good manageress of the ‘ Domestic Trainreceived the slightest injury. She was
this moment ? Go on with the search, ing Institution,’ who was a friend of
low wages.”
every part of the United States, is one of the
taken to the Trumbull Street Police
li that’s a fault against her you can Mr. Officer ; she’s determined uot to mine, and through her influenceI came
principal sourcesof Newark’s prosperity. What
confess.
bank bill for here with the determinationof doing my Station until her relatives, being noti- it is and the blessings which flow from it are
raise them," suggested Mr.
^ ---- It was.....a national
.....
fied, put in an appearanceand took her
duty as conscientiouslyas it was pos“Then', James, you mav as well go to
109,933.”
not realized by one in a thousand of the people
Seems
seen vour face be- sible. You have seen the result, Mr. in charge. This is the second escapade, who dwell within the sound of their tower bell
your office, if tlint's all you have to sky, "
Sw,ns to
*n me
m" I’ve
r
her friends assert, of the kind in which
cried the lady of the house. “ But mark fore this, my gal,” muttered the officer, Garret. ”
Notwithstanding the large ajnount of money
Miss Barton has taken part.
confidentially.
“You’ll
please
fork
She burst into tears, though her eyes
ray words before you go, I'll find Ann
which the establishmentwas to pour into the
over the key of your kit, youug woman.” Hashed through them with proud inthgWalker out before long.”
hands of even- merchant and trader in the city,
With trembling hands Ann waved mition.
A Screw in the Lungs.
Mr. Garret sighed as he rose to depart.
as events have shown, the first thing which the
By this time the earnestness of her
He well knew that remonstrancewould him off, and untied n ribbon from about
We came into possession a few days City Fathers did when these works were being
her
neck,
on
which
a
small
key
was
susmanner and the calm refinement of her
avail nothing, for Mrs. Garret’s prejusince of some facts illustrating a most erected was to tax the bricks and material not
pended.
language had carried the conviction of
dice's were as the laws of the Medes and
wonderful and remarkable case, and one yet shaped into buildings. It was on a par with
As she gave it to him a sort of sob truth to her listener’s heart. He gazed
Persians that changetli not, so he took
that has few if any parallels iu this re- the intelligence and appreciationof the
shook her, and large tears rushed iu a at her in amazement and distress, while
himself off without another word.
gion of the State, and which we give to
a flood of shame dyed his brow.
“ Amanda !” cried the lady, when left torrent down her cheeks.
our readers, vouching for its correctness.
REAL SOURCES OF WEALTH,
“ I’ll show the way,” said the mistress
The detective now entered, and, with a
alone, “ bring Horace up.” ‘
In the Smith’s Grove’region there lives
In response to this summons a large of the house, sure by these signs of sor- deeply respectful obeisanceto the woman the family of Mr. W. J. Dickerson,a i usually exhibited by the average politician.
slatternly girl of 11 or 12 made her ap- row that the note was about to be dis- he had treated so insolently ten minutes
gentleman well and favorablyknown in • Had it been some trust company or curbstone
pearance from the basement, with a little covered. “ James, keep your eye on ago, said
the county. In the family there is a broker that asked exemption, it would proba“Please accept my humble service,
boy in her arms, who made a snatch at the unprincipled wretch, for there’s no
bright little boy 9 years old, named bly have been granted.Some idea of the value
Miss Amim, and- to pardon my mistake.
an egg-standand knocked it on the floor knowing what she may do.”
J omes. Last August he and his mother of these works to the community may bo had
Arriving at Ann’s miserable bedroom What can I do for you, miss ?”
in passing the table.
were paring apples for drying purposes by an illustrationof a thing which might really
“Bring a cab, if you please,” said
“ You awkward, careless gypsy !” cried the officer coolly rifled the pockets of all
with an ordinarv machine used for that happen at any time. The Clark Thread ComMrs. Garret, with great spirit; “that’s the dresses to be found hanging up, and Miss Amim. Then turning to her former purpose. A three-eighths inch screw pany employ, as stated, about fifteen hundred
the second thing you’ve broken tliis not finding what he sought dragged the master, she said, pleadingly:
dropped from the machine, and James, persons, paying out to them sixteen to twenty
“ Let me ask as a particular favor, sir,
morning. Who do you think is going single trunk out under the skylight, and
child-like, put the screw in his mouth thousand dollars every two weeks. These hunthat I may be permitted to go without
to pay for a!l you destroy ? Come here, unlocked it.
and accidentally sucked it down his wind- dreds of hands pay out that money to the
Very neatly arranged were poor Ann meeting Mrs. Garret again. I can imHorace, love, and have a nice piece of
Walker’s simple belongings. Some agine now,” she added, with a trembling pipe. Violent coughing followed with- butcher,the baker, the grocer, the clothier,
toast What is Ann doing, Amanda ?”
out ejecting the screw. On Sept. 1 the dry-goods merchant, and all who have anydaintilyfrilled underclothing, smelling voice, “what innocent and friendless
“She’s dressingthe turkey, mum.”
the little boy was taken to his bed, first
“Did she scour the front steps this of lavender,her modest Sunday apparel girls feel when they are suspected wrong- with chills and fever. This was followed thing to sell get apart of it in some way, either
directly or indirectly. From their hands it
folded by itself in silver paper, a box of
morning ?”
by intermittent fever, which in turn was
plain
linen
collars
and
cuffs,
one
or
two
goes to pay debts, meet obligations and fill the
Little
more
remains
to
be
said.
The
“ Yes, mum; she got up at 5 o’clock to
succeeded by pneumonia, and constant
• do it”
books of such unexpected titles as young lady had her wish, and returned
channel* of trade with the circulating medium
coughing, with expectoration from the
called money, and which is to business what
“ Go and tell her I expect her to “Longfellow’sHyperion,” “The Holy to her father’s house without another enright lung. The sufferer continued to
wash the drawing-roomwindows before Grail,” by Tennyson, and some of counter with the amiable mistress; and grow worse, until in spite of the best blood is to the human system, giving it life,
Madame Michelet’sin the original so overjoyed was the General to receive
- dinner.
medical treatment and appliances he animation and power. Bupposa to-nightthose
“ Upon my word,” mu™-™
muttered aira.
Mrs. uotGar- Frenc-h ami a beautiful mother-of-pearl back her whom he had bitterly mourned wasted away to almost a skeleton fr am works were
as lost by his own cruelty that her enr&, resentfully, as Amanda
Amanda retired
retired to
to d,'“k !n U,‘>i 'T,I7 ^tom' wit!' ‘'‘e
what he had been. Death seemed i evDESTROYED BY FIRE.
.
carry hex message, *“ I’ll
pull her pride initials * A. W. A. in a silver mono- gagement to Mr. Merville, a rising young itable and near at hand. Snddenlyt icre
lawyer, was immediately afterward arThey are fully insured. The Clark Thread
down for her a bit Must wash the steps gram on the top.
ensued a violent jerking cough, and the
“Now I’m blest if this ain’t a pretty ranged with much rejoicing.
Company receive their insurance in cash from
at 5 in the morning, forsooth, lest folks
iron screw was ejected from the right
Little Master Horace proved, some
see her at it I’U take that out of her !” kit for a servant girl,” remarked the detheir
underwriters. They say to themselves
lung, where it had been since he swalIn a few minutes Ann came up to clear tective, trying to pry it open with a pen- weeks afterward,to be the real cause of lowed it, over five months ago. Proper “ Businessis dull, sales are uncertain,profits
that bank note’s disappearance.It was
the dishes off. She was tall and well- knife.
are small, the future is unknown, and our taxes
“A wholesale robber,” groaned Mrs. found stuffed into the cavity under the restoratives were given, and the little are heavy. The vast business requires dose
proportioned about 20 years of age
fellow .hus been steadily improving and
her face pale, refined in features, not Gimet, clasping her hands; “and to shuttle of his mamma’s sewing machine. growing rapidly. He is now7 well, and attentionand persistentenergy. We will not
handsome, but singularly intelligentand think that I have harbored—”
fat as a pig, and keeps the screw as a take this money and rebuild the works, but
“Hullo,” cried the detective, opening
'earnest in its expression.
Bismarck’s Troubles.
memento, while his father and mother adopt the plan pursued by most moneyed men,
She looked a littleanxious and troubled the lid, and taking out a silver photoare the happiesttwo people about. The viz go to Washington, buyJGovemmontbonds,
Bismarck
is
having
an
unhappy
exas she noiselesslyarranged the room, graph case, richly chased, and garnished
perience as Chancellor of the German circumstanceis certainlv a very singular bring them home, put them in a tin box, pay
and when she was ready to go she said] with an elaborate monogram, “Who’s
empire, and he complains that his one, and is substantially as wo have re- no taxes, and sit down to take our ease, eat,
this.”
in a very soft voice :
health is suffering under the worry and lated Bowling Green {Kg.) Pimta- drink and be merry, with no thought of oare,
"“May I ask a favor, ma’am, that the
Then the pair liad a fine surprise.
trouble that he is subjected to by his graph.
supportediu luxury without risk by the interest
'cleaning of the front windows be put off
Opening the case, they saw two cartes
politicaladversaries, and also in conseon
our bonds, paid by taxation of the producing
’till early in the morning ?”
— one of a majestic-looking military man,
from the Slave Pen to the Uouncfl of
quence of the lukewarm support he reclasses.”
dan any man calculatethe wideapparently
about
00,
and
the
other
of
a
“ No,” answered the mistress, curtly,
States
ceives from some of the Cabinet Minis“I want them done now.”
spread ruin which would follow such a calamity
young girl clad in silk and richest lace,
When Edlnun Pachs, the present and course of action by The Clark Thread Comters. In a recent speech in the Reich“ I don’t wish to be seen by passers- whose face bore the exact similitude of
stag he cited the case of Gen. Yon Stosch, Grand Vizier, was a boy he was sold os a
Aim
Walker’s
vignette.
by,” she urged, almost pleadingly.“ It
pany? It would be incalculable. All those
Chief of Admiralty, who forced upon the slave to the Turkish statesman Khosrev,
“ By the hooky ” ejaculated the ofis of imporhiuce for me not to be seen
people who earned money to purchase what
Premier a vast amount of labor in pre- who, upon discoveringhis extraordinary
by— bj.'wme one who might know me.” ficer, a light breaking all over his face,
paring the correspondenceto show the abilities, gave him his liberty and sent they wanted to buy would be added to the list
“ Xou will obey my onhaw, gud, or and astonishment preventing further arnecessity
of the reductionin the Admir- him to Paris to be educated. He was of paupers who to-day clamor for work or
leave the house !” returned Mrs. Garret, ticulation.
alty estimates which Bismarck advocated, bom in 1823 at Ohio, his parents being bread. Misery, want,
'beginning to quiver with temper.
Taking a greasy pocket-book out of and then, when the matter came up for Circassian. After remaining at Paris
STARVATION AND CRIME
The servant curtesied and withdrew. his pocket he opened it, and drew forth
discussion in the Reichstag, Von Stosch three years his patron induced him to
In a few minutes she was at the win- a photograph, which was Ann Walker’s
would be the fruit of such a course. But this
at onoe consented to the desired reduc- study mining engineering,and for four
dows, but in a close sunbonnefc,to Mrs. vignette.is exactly what has been done throughout the
tion upon the demand being ma<le by the years he followed this pursuit in France,
Garret’s unspeakable disgust.
“ Them two’s tlie same gal?” asked he,
country, and explains why one in twelve in NewLiberals. What he would not do for the Germany, and Switzerland.Returning
“I think I can see through my lady,” eagerly.
Chancellor he would do for the enemies to Constantinople in 1869, he was ap- ark are to-day supported by the city. The prowas her inward comment. “ She’s some
“Yes,” answered the lady with a of the latter,and when Bismarck nar- pointed a Captain on the general staff, ductive capital of the country,which employed
jailbird tne detectives are after. I’ll lay glance.
rated the circumstances in his speech and ten years later was made an aid-de- our now idle millions, has been put into Gova trap for her, and if she’s not caught iu
“ I thought I had spotted that gal the
Von Stosch at once tendered his resigna- camp to the Sultan, subsequently attain- ernment bonds, and appalling destitution and
it my penetrationisn’t much.”
moment I set eyes on her,” cried the tion. The Emperor, however, declines ng the ranks of General, Chamberlain want are on every hand, and increasingat a
Rising from her sewing machine, which man, exultingly ; “and to think of me
to accept it, and the unfriendly Minister of the Palace, and member of the Council fearful rate. Labor is the source of all wealth
she hod lieea busily plying in Master finding her after all, and three of us aremains to harass Ms chief.
of State. He has also been Minister of and prosperity, and there is no loss equal to that
Horace’s behalf, while her brain busily huntin’ for her these six months. I’m a
Foreign Affairs and Turkish Ambassador which follows enforced idleness of the producrevolved, she unlocked her desk, took made man. W'on’t the Gineral plank
The new Church Property Tax law of to various European courts. His politi- ing classes. There is no music so full of joy
from it a $20 note, carefullymarked the down the thousand pounds reward? Maine exempts from taxation church
cal affiliation is with the Young Turkish and peace and good will to men os the song of
number, and tlropped it, os if by acci- Hoorar!”
property worth not more than $5,000.
party.
labor and the music of machinery. Better far
Our pen-knife had defaced ;
But the same old bricks are in the walls.
The bell swings to and fro.
It's music Just tno same, dear Tom,
As twenty years ago.
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be hushed and every note platform where you stand. The first scutcher
and to them we is fed with the bale cotton from a hopper which

that all other Bongs

lets it through into knives set in large rollers,

now introduce the reader.

which revolve with tremendous force, and

ON'THX DOCK

lightning npeed, picking the cotton into email

<A The dark Thread Company,which is five

by snetion of air on to
comes
out in the shape of a web or “lap" in largo
rolls. Four of these rolls are then placed upon
a machine like the first and run together
pieces, and passing it

hundred feet long, is a mountainof two
or three thousand tons of coal, drawn out
of boate at the wharf by a donkey engine,
and the bales of cotton find their way from
the same wharf to the brick house for the
storage of that precious material,one pound
of which will make one hundred miles of
thread, containing about forty-two million
doublings. The mind cannot grasp the
numerical fact. But four grades of cotton
are ordinarilyused in the manufactureof
Clark's “0. N. T.” Spool Cotton, and known
as “Sea Island Cotton.” This comes principally from South Carolina, and is grown
on the amall islands along the coast. Considerable is raised on the peninsulas and

other idlers, between which it goes and

quantitiesof thread, which is packed, and
given a through ticket to the bleach and dye
houses. They measure off the threadHutoskeins
of on exact length and size, and when they
have reeled off just the right amount of yarn,
always stop, and, unlike some kind of yaruers.
they
ney never forget
forgetto tell the same story without
ranations. Again, after coming from'thereels,

through the same process of
PICKING AND BEATING AXD CHINING,

when

it

comes ont again in the same shape

as

make the “ sliver” from which the
to be spun. What a “sliver" is
learnedfurther on. The machine is so

desired to

thread yarn
will

be

is

delicately set that it regulates the thicknessof

ments of this vast establishment,
although not
the most agreeable. The progress in washing machinery, that is here exhibited,would
make our grandmothers think that the mflleniura had come. The baby washer, as we call it,
of this concern,is rather of a large child, whose
place and uses will appear later. After the
thread is sent from the inspectiondepartment
to the bleach and dve houses, it is unpacked,
counted and nut into Targe tanks, immense loads
at a time, ana boiled by steam for several hours,
which takes out the dirt aud

the web or lap to within half an ounce, in a

web of five feet, weighing only twelve to
eighteen ounces. After being put through
around the bays and inlets,but it is not equal
three scntcliing machines in this way and comto that of the sea islands, which is the finest in
ing out with eight thicknessesof web or lap
the world. The first bag of this sea island cotsimilar to that produced by the first process, it
ton of the crop of 1876 was purchased by the
is ready for the carding machines. This deClark Thread Company at fifty cents per pound.
partment is filled with Carding Machines,
The inland cotton is not used in the manu- Drawing Frames, Dappers, and Combing Mafacture of thread, being too short in the fiber.

chines, a perfectlabyrinth of belting, pulleys

On these sea islands were the richestplanters

parently incrediblestatement: The web of
cotton from which this immense length of
thread is drawn is forty inches wide. It goes
to the carder, where it is drawn to 4x120, equal
to 480 feet Then the drawing frame increases
it to 480x6, equal to 2,880 ; the lapper 2,880x2V,
equal to 6,480; the oomber draws it ont to
6.480x26, equal to 168,480'; then it goes to the
first head drawing frame, where 168,480x6
equal to 1,010,880.

the goods came also counterfeits which maJe it
necessaryfor the manufacturersto^dopt a trade

THE SECOND DRAWING FRAME

The trademark is familiar to every merchant
in the United States, and all who have ever
tried the genuine Clark’a “ O. N. T." Spool Cot-

mark for their own and the public's protection,
and now upon every genuine spool of their
thread is the following

multiplies the lari length by six again, making
1,010,880x0 enual to 6,065,280. winch repeated
on the third drawing frame makes a length of
0.065,280x6 equal to 86,891,680 feet Now come#
the first Blubbingframe, where 38, .891, 680x5 is
equal to 181,958,400 ; the second Blubber 181, •
938,400x4^ equal to 818,812,800 ; the intermediate Blubber 181,958,400x6 equal to 4,612,876,-

ton continue to use

;

it.

EMPLOYES AT THE CENTENNIAL

A noticeablefeature of Tho Clark Thread
Company has always been their thoughtful
and considerateattentionto the we' fare and
pleasure of their employee.The Centennial

THE THREAD IS CAREFULLY INSPECTED,
the work employing several girls,who ent all
the rough and imperfect thread from the
banks. After this second inspection, wo find 800 ; the finishingthread winding machine
makes the total length of the thread 4,912,876.
it next at the bleach house. The bleach and dye
800x6 equal to 29,477.260,800.Now it goes ou
houses are among the most interestingdepart-

before, rolled to exactly the thicknesswhich it
is

known

as the finishingtwisting departthe thread comes from the finishing twisting departmentit is inspectedwith
the greatest care by skillful persbus, and put
through several tests before passing the reeling department, to be wound in( skeins for the
bleach house. The machines in this department are very curious, and daily turn ont vast
It is

ment When

be Btilled, rather than those,

Exhibition afforded an opportunity for its
practical illustrationwhich should not pass unnoticed in this article. Desiring to give all
their operatives an opportunityto witness the
neat Exhibition at Philadelphiaof what the nation had accomplishedduring tho first hundred
years of its existence in inaustry and art, the

bobbins to the “ mill," where 29,477,260,800x9 V
gives us 272.664,662,400 feet. We then multitiply the last number of feet, which states the
total length of one pound of cotton
drawn into thread, bv the length of the original
web. which is six and a half feet, and have the

company planned and carried’ to complete
success
monster excursion to PniLdelphia, which embraced ' their fifteen
hundred employes, with invited gmi-te,
niemlen* of the press, and the Mayor
and Common Council of tho city of Newark.
Some idea of its extent may be gained when it
is known that forty-five railroadcoaches wore
employed
imoved for their accommodation, and the

a

total as stated before, 272, 664, 662,400x6’-$ feet,
making a grand total of 1,772,320,0.85,600feet.

The cotton, when finished as yarn, has been
doubled six million, nine hundred and aixtyseven thousand, two hundred and ninetv-slx
timos(6,967,290), in passingthrough the different processes. When the yarn is made into six
cord finished thread, the’ above number of
doublings have been multiplied by six, making
a total of 41,80.8,762 doublings.Now divide
the total draught,1,772.327,632,600,by the total
doublings,and. if the work is com«t, wo shall
have the total numlier of feet of yarn in a
iKiund of cotton, which is 254,337 feet. But
there has been 20 per cent, loss in the manufacture, which must oe added, making a total
of 305,264 feet of yam for a pound of cotton,
or 120 hanks of 840 yards each, enough to
reach from New York to Trenton, a distance of

CLEANS IT PERFECTLY.
cost
st for ttransportation,
admission,entertainmeut,
cut, etc.,
etc.. excelled six thousand dollars. But
It
is
then
put
through
washings
oft,
ami
roar of many waters mingled with the clatter
this large sum is small compared with the unpreparations wonderful and curious. The
of a thousand wheels. One of the large rolls
alloyed pleasure which was afforded tho grand
water used, we judge, would have increased
THE OLD SLAVE DAYS,
army of industriouspeople who find employof web or lap that came from the last scutching I the flood just about enough to have lifted
ment at the Clark Thread Company Works in
many of them having as high as six hundred machine is placed on a carding machine, which Noah’s ark from the snag on Mount Ararat.
Newark. The Common Council pa{Md and
Home of the wash tubs are of stone, and all are
slaves, and compared with whom the feudal takes aud runs it
caused to he beautifullyengrossedand preon a scale equal in magnitude to any of Col
lord# of England were children in luxury, liossented to the Company a senes of resolutions,
Sellers’ schemes for making millions. The
BETWEEN THE TF.ETH
from which, for lack of space, we copy only the
pitality and elegance.Bnt to-day all is changed.
loads of thread are put in and taken out of
following extract
Those vast estates are ent up into small planta- of a large aud small cylinder for the purpose of boilers, rinsers, washers, dryers and half a
“Resolved, That we witnessed with great
sixty miles.
ch awing out the entangled fibers and laying dozen other processes by machinery.Then
tions, many of them owned by the negroes,
satisfactionthe kindness and attention shown
after all this it goes right back to those huge
them
paral'el
or
in
same
line of direction and
who now call no man master. They bring in
steam boilers, and the same thing is done over MACHINE AND CAR1NF.T SHOT’S, BOX FACTORY AND by the officersof this Company to their fifteen
hundred working people and the evident good
again. The dry room is healed by seven thouPRINTING HOUSE.
their season’s product, sometimeson a mule also to remove the small pellicles or motes
sand five hundred feet
and can
and again in large quantities.Brokers on the j which may have escaped the action of
. .of steam -pipe,
The Clark Thread Company do all their feeling that exlra between them ; recognizing
that, when labor and capital thus harmonize,
printing and lithographingat the works here.
ground or at tho landing, buy aud pay the no- i Aching machine After being treated in thi»
prosperitymust ensue.
Fom- printing presses aro kept ninning all the
11 Resolved,That the location of the Olaik
groes for their cotton, often dividingthe
. a comber or doffer takes the web from the ^ that is to be colored goes to the dye house, and
time, and in tlie lithograph departmentone
accordingto the labor performed in raising the ' 8111811 cylinder, which is now a delicate gauze ; i that which is to remain white to the bleach steam press and six or eight band lithograph Thread Company in our city, with their imand it is gathered up and passed through a house. In the dye house is the patent dyeing presses are continually employed. In both de- mense works aud their army of operatives, has
crop. Some lease the land of the former ownproved a vast benefit, and that Newark is and
,,,
, ,,
| machine, used onlv to dve black. It does the
partments the practiceof the “art preservaBmali hole, pay half an inch in size, after which | work (a;. better than by hand, and iaaqnalto
ers, but the old state of things is “dun clar’
should lie, justly proud of her manufactures on
tive " is in the highest style. Orders for the
which her growth and prosperitymust ever
gone." This trade and traffic, it may be fairly }t is coiled in a revolvingcan. The whole pro- the labor of more than a dozen men.
uaper box deuartraentin the one item of straw
de]>eud, and that this municipalityshould fooall
colors
of
thread
cess
is
one
of
wonderful
delicacy,
the
material
board
are
given
as
high
as
eighty
to
one
hunexpected,will in a few years largely increase
ter and encourage by every proper moans their
arc made, and the quantities of soaps, dye- dred tons tft a time. In the machine shop a
the wealth aud intelligence of the race in these being so finely worked that a breath of air
establishmentand success.
stuffs, and other material of the kind used, are
a large number of men are employed in making
would break it. This card contains ninety thou- immense. Eighty thousand gallonsof water
“ Ilesolutions of thunks to the company were
localities.
new machinery and keeping in repair the vast
sand square teeth to a foot, or a total of four are consumeddaiiy in the bleach house alone, ounntitvin use in the various departments of also passed by the employes."
THE SF.A ISLAND COTTON
and one of the Artesian wells of The Clark the works. The cabinet factory turns out about
THE EUREKA BOAT CLUB AND THISTLE BAND.
.
. ,
million one hundred, and eighty -six thousand,
bring, treble the price of inland, ami range. .
^ a littl, jokerTat Thread Company has a capacity of one hundred two hundred cabinets per day. The bobbins,
The now famous crew, which came so near
and fifty thousand gallons per day. This is a etc., used in the mill are made here. In fact
winning the prize agairst the world at the Cenfrom thirty to ninety cent* per pound, accord- j
mialng the nirveorremarkable well, sixteen feet deep and eight about all the Clark Thread Company go outtennial InternationalRegatta last August, is
ng to grade. An acre will produce in the , em) ,lat8 (rom
o{ (lle farjpri ,tkipk j feet in diameter,of which Professor Jlaynaid,
side for is the raw material They manufacture
from The Clark Thread Company's Works prinall they use, except a few of the more intricate cipally. It has a list of thirty- five active and
or patented machines.
about forty honorary members. It is the chamweighs about seventy-fivefxiundp, or one to ; »"d c«i« cotton left on them.
THE CLARK HOSE COMPANY.
pion crew of the Passaic, and has beaten the
One
of
the
best
organized
and
equipped
fire
j celebrated Atlantic crew of New York. They
five. The negroes,without doubt, will eventtin cans, called card
: thread is blued on a nig scale, which gives that
August ‘Mh.
uallv grow all the cotton, as not one in five of I , . •
,
. 1 hmdsome tint so gri atly admired by the ladies. companies in the cltv of Newark is tho “Clark !
Hose Company," organized May loth, 1869.
•
in whu-h the roll is wound are now taken to ( Thou it U committedto the tender merciesof
the Northern men have thus far succeeded in
Argonauta crews. On the second
day they were
......
another machine called a Drawing Frame and the baby washer, which are cruel, and goes There aro twenty members, employes of the “ ' ..... .............
beaten by the celebrated Beavorwycks. of Altheir attempts. Let the reader remember that
factory,
brave,
active
men,
trained
by
frequent
through it ten times. The baby is built like an
run togetherinto one “sliver." These six are
bany, by onlv six seconds, the Beuverwycka
we have not looked at a single piece of maordinary washing machine, but each of tho practice to their dntV, and proud of their comso light that when they are passed together
pany and outfit. 'I'heirequipment is as fol- winning the championship of the world ou the
rollers
weighs
a
thousand
pounds,
and
as
the
chinery yet, and then calculatethe number of
through a hole aud made one, they fall into thread passes through the water into the washer lows : Two hoso carriageswith wrenches, bars last day, the Newark boys of The Clark Thread
people and the amount of wealth these works
and axes, carrying seven hundred an l fifty feet Company coming very close to the championanother sliverand are then no huger than one
employ aud produce, before we reach the facof hose on reels aud two pipes with extra noz- ship of the world.
THEY HOP AND JUMP
of the six from which it was made, although
The Thistle Band, one of tho liest in tho
zles. They also comm&na nine hundred feet of
tory. The sail, the mine, commerce and manuthey have not yet been twisted at all. Fourteen and pound with antics oncer, but it does the hose with pipes and nozzles in twenty-one flute, is organized from the employes of the
business th< roughly, 'lids was formerly done
factures,all find employment to supply The
different stations, in and around the factory, company and plays for all the many excursions
of these cans full of slivers are placed at the
by the old-fashioned
pounder and barrel wliich
Clark Thread Company's works, and when
one Cameron fire pump, one WortUington, one and festivalsof iho employes, besides answer“ Lapper” and run between two rollers,making
oiu* grandmothersused to set us at when we
pbell, and one Blake pump, out ing outside calls when made. They acconqiathey stop the cotton may bloom and fall una new web nine inches wide and half an inch were boys, lief ore going to school in the morning. hundred and seventy-eight filled buckets in nied the Etirekns to Philadelphia,
ahd also the*
plucked,the cool miner mav starve on a bed of
,
„
it is drawn through the rinser, which is
their proper places throughout the works, six- grand excursionof tho employesto the Cen,
,! thick, which comes ont like the originalroll Then
black diamonds, the sails on the rivers he i fn,ni the scutchingmachine that takes the cot- a simple and novel machine, continuallysui>- teen haua pumps, sprinkler* in all the rooms of tennial last year, and always play at all the rejilied with pure artesian well water. Tho
the cotton mill, the packing house, the machine gattas in which the Kmukas Uke part.
and machinery, the noise of
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ing mankind at every step, from the womb of

looms of Newark. We will now
examine into the immediate sources of the
ages to the

.

Tnow

S
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this vast hive of industry, with it* sixty miles

called the French combing machine, n ml
only used by the best thread-makers,as it is
very expensiveand, while it makes tho thread
superior in quality, it adds twenty per cent, to
tho cost of manufacture.Six of the rolls of
wobbing are now passed together through the
combing machine between two rollers, and
combed by innumerable steel teeth to the fineness of gossamer and the thinnessof a spider’s
web. It passes on, is gathered into one soft
round “sliver"again, goes through rollers
once more, when it is coiled into cans as before,
with a loss of twenty per cent on the material
which composed the web when it was put

pipe for heating puqtoscH.

WE ENTER THE ENGINE HOUSE,
enough for an ordinary factory.
mighty production of human brain
and brawn. In the presence of this monster,
itself large
a

with its majestictread, one feels his own insignificance and frailty.This vast piece of

masave the sharp click
of the improved steam cut-offs, is equal tn
power to the combined draught of six hundred
chinery, moving silently,

is

two engines in one, usually termed

engine. The fly-wheel,traveling at
the rate of forty-eightrevolutions per minute
and carrying three huge belts on its surface,

a double

each two feet wide,

is

seventy-eightfeet in

cir-

cumferenoe, twenty-fivefeet in diameter, and
weighs thirty tons, or sixty thousand pounds.
The shaft

is

fourteen niches in thickness, the

double cylinders are twenty-six inches
ter,

They were built by

diame-

fifty

One of
hundred

Corliss, in 1874.

the three bolts on the fly-wheel is one

and

in

with condensers, and a stroke of five feet

feet in length.

But even

monster could not run the works.

this double
It

has a big

twin brother, and together they travel every-

day for ten hours on their endlessjourney,and

owter, .nd up and dowu.’.ud out and
putmto'a

in,

We

•»»»*

thiH wav ftve hundred heads can li rnised in

four minutes, which used to tftke an hour aud a
half. After the tluead lias come out of the

drying

room,

It is

and carpenter shop and the drying rooms.
There are also sprinklers in the two top floors
of the thread null and in tho warehouse, and
there are thirty-fivefire plugs or hydrants on
the premises.’ Regular meetingsare held on
the second Monday in each month, and practice
is had every two weeks. Examination of all
valves, hydrants, pumps and other equipments
takes place on the first of each month, and a
minute report of the exact condition,poritiou
aud effectiveness of the fire service is made to
The Clark Thread Company.

*

I
i
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Hut ter, Eggs and Cheese Produet.
The following etitistiew of the export

COLORED OR UNCOLORF.D,

THE CLARK THREAD COMPANY RELIEF SOCIETY. of butter from thin eonntry were rend at
One of the best and most beneficial organi- the Butter and Egg Convention in Chizations which constitutes a part of the system cago : Packages of butter received in
atory to being wound upon spools for the and care of the Clark Thread Company for
market. The thread having reached this stage their employes, is the Relief Society. It was New York up to Deo. 31, 1870, 1,295,of perfection, has become very valuableand is
organizedJanuary 22d, 1870, for the purpose of 571, agninfit 1,138,287 in 1875 ; boxes of
looked after with tho greatest care. Tickets providing a fund for the relief of those who cheese so received, 2,152,007, against
direct it to its different departments and de- might, by accident or sickness, be incapacitated
2,322,015in 1875 ; barrels of eggs likenote its size, quality, etc. The inspectionand from sustainingthemselves. All the employes
wise received, 510,000, against 035,000
testing of thread is one of the most important of the company most be members of tne sofeatures in its production, and it would sur- ciety, and each recieves assistancewhen the previous year. Butter exported
prise the lady who sews day after day with needed, from the fund accordingto the amount from New York, 10,791,700 pounds,
on Olark's “O. N. T.” spool cotton to know by paid in, which must be at least one cent per against 4,335,800 in 1875 ; cheese, 93,patient and
constant care 1
the
the French machine. It is a texture so finewhat
*
‘
‘ perfect
week, but no one is permitted to pay in an 035,806, against 91,992,200 in 1875;
and soft that one cannot bnt wonder how it smoothness and regularity of the thread was amount which would draw, in case of sickness,
eggs, none. Exports from all ports, for
bears its own weight After the last process, secured. It is now taken to the hank winding
more than half their average weekly wages.
the year ending June 30, 1870 — butter,
six of tho slivers are again put through the dopartmentand wound upon large bobbins, Every cent paid in draws seventy-five cents per
drawing frame making one sliver no larger than when it is ready for its last wind upon the week. The Clark Thread Company contributes 4.644,894 pounds, valued at $1,109,496;
any of the six from which it is drawn. spools, from which it is taken by the consumers five dollars per week to the fund without cessa- cheese, 97,076,264 pounds, worth $12,Then six of these last are put through the same for its thousand nses of necessityand utility, tion, but all others cease their contributions
270,083 ; eggs, 29,683 dozen, worth
process reducing them in size six times, and from tying the rag on the boy’s whittled ana
when the unexpendedbalance in tho treasury
adding that to the length. This is repeated bloody finger,to the delicate embroidery of reaches fifteenhundred dollars. When the $8,800 ; total value, $13,387,879— reducthree times, and each time they aro coiled into the wedding garment.
fund is reduced to seven hundred dollars, pay- tion of $1,787,463from 1874-75. Value
cons. The last sliver is the same size and
ments are renewed. The payments into the of condensed milk exported in 1875-76,
THE SPOOLING DEPARTMENT.
weight as when tho process began, although
treasury average about nine months in the year. $118,549, against $123,565 in 1874-75.
doubled four hundred and thirty-fivethousand
The spooling room is a busy place, where We hope that this humane and systematic
four hundred aud fifty-six times. The last sjKKilsof thread of all sizes and colors by tens of organizationmay 1 find many imitators Total exports from all countries, except
cans aro now taken to
thousands are wound every day, two hundred among the manufacturers of Newark and the United States, for the year ending
yards on a spool. The self-acting spooling ma- throughout the country, who read this article. June 30, 1876 : Butter, pounds, 4,644,THE FIRST BLUBBING FRAME,
chine is a marvelous piece of mechanism. The The company pays interest at seven per cent 894— value, $1,109,496; cheese, 97,676,from which cans they are passed hrough spool} are placed in an iron gutter by the oper- on the money In the treasury, besides their five 264 — value, $12,270,683.
rollers,then twisted to about tho size of & had ator, jyIiob the rtlacliinepicks them up. puts dollars per week into the fund. Hinco its orpencil, and wound on bobbins,all by tho same tliem on a shaft eight at A time, winds the ganizationone thousand three hundred and
St. liOtiiMOratory,
machine. From this they go to the second thread npdn them at the rate of three thousand ninety-sevenmembers have been relieved, and
slabbing frame, where one hnndrcd and two revolutions per minute, cuts a little slot in the twenty-fourdeaths have occurredin the society.
spindles on each machine are winding yarn edge of tho spool, catches the thread in it. nips
from two hundred and four bobbins, which it off, drops the spools full of thread into boxes
it goes to the warerooms, where it is counted
and put in packages to tie given out prepar-

a

‘

’

wonders of -power came from the first slubber, two threads being
wound npon one .spool The nmct, or interraevisit
diato^ slabbing machine winds Upon one hnn- j
from any one who wants to scathe
dred
'44 arid seventy-sixspools, from three hundred and fifty-two bobbins, which came from
BIOGEBT PAIR OF TWINS
the Hccond slubber. The next and last is called
the roving machine, and fills two hundred and
in New Jersey. They are suppliedwith steam
forty spools, which cajno from four hundred
from nine immense tubular boilers and four and eighty bobbins, trow the intermediateslablargo upright boilers, Corliss’ plan. They con- bing machine. Bythis repetition of doubling
sume twonty-fltetons of coal per day. which and fwisting the yarn is ‘fast becoming strong
and hard. We now follow tho yarn called
will give some idea of tho amount of steam
necessaryto drive tho humans# establishment.
ahd elegant workmanship,worthy of a

below, picks up eitkt more empty spook?,
places, -winds and drops them as before, ana
were stopped. The following very interestingj after hiH acting of King Lear. , Col.
never makes a mistake. The machine, which is table shows the amount received and paid out Normile, a lawyer, waa the spokesman,
used in this country only by The Hark Thread from 1870 to 1876 inclusive :
Pn,
1 and his speech was a marvel. We make
Company, was exhibited by them at the CentenRfCfijits.
$V, 504.28 , on extract: “ A few lovers of the mighty
........................
11,742.34
nial and, with their magnificentcase of goods,
2,010.82 priest that sleeps by the waters of the
..........
2,247.95
was one of the great attractions among the
1,704.88
.........
2,114.42
many wonders of the exhibition.lYom the
1,742.21 Avon are gathered here to commnne with
1873 ........................2,381.57
spooling department, the spooled thread is
1,595.59 that awful shade you have evoked as by
........................
aw.oo
taken to
1,624.75
........................1,541.01
tho weird power of the magician. Tossed

}>nn.

1870

1871

1872

1874

1875

THE WABEBOOM,

where tho beautifullittle label containingtho

Besides these there aro three ordinary-sized

made by Watts, Campbell A Co., of
1 ^tA,1»41ffwntt.«Uc!lltt>
**ks. MktaR

ing of George A. 01.uk A Brother, the selling
agents of The Clark •Thread Company. The
entire five storiesof their magnificent place are
fitted up with every facility possible for the
prompt transaction of their immense business,

is

never get tired. They aro

enginas,

THE NEW YORK HO UHL
At N't. too Broadway, corner of \V„Ik.r
street.Now York, is the splendid marble bniM-

|

^^^‘fromThich0 1)^

described Jn

THE COARSEST COTTON CLOTH.

of belting and about seventy miles of steam

•

in fineness to the large carders just
as the most elegant silk goods are to

power which drives the endless machinery of

horses, and

^*

S

!

embraces tie island of the sea aud penetratesj wonderful little mafliim., a French invention,j
the bowels of the earth, utilizing the treasure.
of wealth on every hand, enrichingand bless-

is

S^n

‘

The manufacture of CUrk's

Hero

-

j

wonderful machine, two of which are operated
one map, draws out tiiq yarn anatwista.

^

be moistened by tho tongue,

and then struck with the
I
Borne of these girls work
seven in all, a grand total of nearly fourteen wft
about as quick as lightning. After ticketing,
ps (spools) making the last
hundred hor
the spools of tliread are pat into bores of one
T* We now come to
coal, which 1
dozen each. They are then ready for packing.
EAd mill,
About twenty-fivethousand feet of lumber per
i.
a.,** month is cut at the mills, in Michigan, to the
boat loads, at brief intervals.
ment ; The cotton yarn comes here, and first
that is done
goes to the oop of winding machiuen, whil e it
ivate
MAN UFAtTUKUp THE THREAD.
is run from the cops, through delicate balances,
New
over soft felt groona, upon bobbins, two thread* Yftft offloe, and the line is kept bray in sending
The cotton is brought in halos to the mixing
together upon one. From the cop winding de- orders and transmittingmessages of the comrooms, when it is examined and placed ill biTW, partment the bobbins go to the slinging de- pany. In theshort time we wire there several
accordingto the different grades,ready for the partment, where the two threadsthat were run large order* came in from different parts of the
togetheron
c the spool, in tlm cop winding de- country, and among them were some from
scotchingmachines, which open and beat the
partment, are twisted
iwisied or spun m one thread. Maine, Texas, California. Wisconsin, Oregon,
material, cleaningit from the dirt and sand it The thread, as it u unwound, runs through «to. The Clark Thread Company scuds oat ancontains in the bale. After going through, the
and the nually vast quantities of show cards, calendars,
'es five thousand
etc., some of which aro magnificent specimens
scutchingmachine, it comes on* in the shape
of threads of the lithographic and printer's art
of a roll, like wall paper, comparative^wft,
on each machine. After being twisted two
IB THIS A FAIR COUNT?
whit# and cfeap. It is, however, really in n threads togethermaking one hard thread,
The
number
of feet of draught which one pound
very rough state compared with the fineness three of the latter are again run together on a
bobbin,the same as in the f fret bop winding of cotton undergo## is one trillion, seven hunand perfection that is to be reached. Several
department Three of these are now twisted dred and seventy-twobillion, three hundred and
twenty million, six hundred and thirty-five
of theee scutching machines are running con- together, making six strands, and
thonsand, six hondred feet,or, stated in figures,
tinually,and their sound is like the roar of a
THE PROCESS OP TWISTING THEM
1.772,320.635.600, a distance of 335, 477,682)$
lightningexpress train as it whirls past th# is exactly the same as the one last described. miles. The following dem mstratos the ap»

.

^

w

_____

“

.............

77.94

the tempest of impetuous grief, we
have seen the dethronedami wandering
Total ...................
$12,923.34$11,936.52
spirit of Lear torn from its moorings and
Balance in treasury Jan. 1, 1877, $986.82.
set adrift on the stormy ocean of emoHOW CLARK'S “a V. T.” SPOOL COTTON- ORIGIN- tional madness. It is the grandest,yet
ATED.
saddest, character ever told in human
Until within a few years, th® great difficulty story. High above the (Edipus of the
to be overcome in the introductionof sewing
Greeks, it soars in poetic splendor until,
machines was the objectionsmade by manuproudly seated on Parnassian heighte, it
facturersand operators to the then popular
threads. These complaintswere so loud and remains the highest prize of the histriwell founded that the sals of sewing machines onic profession.”
was greatly impeded on account of the imposi0 tucir
Mbs. Hawkinson,an Indianapolis ne1870

........................
953.31

Y,

751.94

in

.

ket the now famoui Clark’s “ 0. N. T." Spool
Cotton,all number* being six cord, from 8 to
100, wliich met the1 demand, did away
away with all
complaints,and long since established it*
i
reputation as the lost thread in um for wowing
machines or baud sewing. To Mr. Gooige A.
Clark belongsthe credit of being the first to
supply those fine qualities of Bix-Cord Spool

jpill

greas, was a member of a Methodist
church and of a society called the Ladies' Temple. She died, and both organizations claimed the right of conduci-

ng her funeral • The Temple party accompanied the remains to the church,
and were there met by the pastor and

his supporters. A fight for possession
Cotton with which his name is associ- of the body soon followed. The pastor**
ated. The thread i* used and recom- side triumphed, and he preached the
j funeral sermon with exultant fervor.
Florence, Weed. Wilson,Bloes, Remington, 8ecor, Home, Lathrop and other sewing machine

_
C. N. U.

companies.The superior quality of Clark’*I -irtmiem WHITING TO
“ O. N. T." Spool Cotton soon secured for it an 1 W please say yea saw the
immense sale, but with th* great popularity of I ha this paper*

‘

(

Continucflfrom First Pape.

E Van Der Veen & Co ...... ..... 3 75
Ins premium, engine house. .... 20 00
B Ledeboer health officer.
.... 5 75

)

Without

Parallel.

a

We believe that the wonderful results
accomplished by the use of “Shiloh's ConsumptionCure1' are without a parallel iu
tile history of Medicine. Those who disbelieve this and have occasionto try it,
can b^ convinced without expense to themselves. Its success is so wonderful and
sure that we sell it on a guarantee to cure
Consumption, Bronchitis, Coughs, Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup.
In these cases or any Lung trouble don’t
fail to try it, it may save your life, while
M P Visser .................
it will cost you nothing if it gives you no
Mrs Boeve ..................
relief. Call nt the Drug Store of J. O.
C Keppel ...................
.... 15 00 Doesburg, No. 70, 8th street and Wm. Van
D Te Roller ................
Putten, River street,Holland, Mich., and
J Te Vaarwerk ..............
.... 800 get a trial bottle 10 cents or a regular size
J W Bosnian ...............
4 50 for 50 cts. or $1, sold elsewhere by dealers
Workman & Sons ..........
33 00 generally.

&

Ferris
Deining coupling nt
fire welja ...................0 05
T Van Anrooij repairing eng No
12 60
Total ................
....$ 30 95
M Lysen labor on street ......... 15 00
Poor I'und.
.1 Quartel Maple st job .......... 198 50
P & A Steketee ............ ....$ 900
II 8 Eagle trees planting Lincoln
G Van Putten .............. .... 15 75
Park ....................... 12 40
H J Cramer labor on street ...... 6 00 D I)e Vries .................
A Flietstra ..................... 450
<1 Booijenga
— .... 15 65
1
7 50
(t Heckhuis teaming
27 75
M Lysen
»' ...... 14 88 Mrs Kooijers. .* ................. 2 25
G Wakker ..................
8 00
.

1

“

"

“

labor

H Nibbelink teaming

“

17 75
Sprik teaming cen park & Mill
street .....................112 00
B Looijengoed labor on park &
2 50
W Kozeboom
56 50
li Verwey teaming ..............26 05
G Booijenga labor on st ......... 10 00
W Finch buildingsidewalk ..... 5 00
H J Cramer labor on st .......... 20 01
P Van Den Tak labor on st & police ........................ 10 08
M Lysen labor on st & police.
7 50
J Lagestee building side walk
6 08
II Elferdlnkleather on pump
1 00
!) Sluiter ringing bell to March 1st 100 80
Mrs Hitchcock clean
clt
Mrs
coun
68
J Kdootwijk 41 days st labor ..... 30 63
L T Kanters stationary.......... 5 61
J Verplanketaking prisoners to
CDunty jail ................ 8 85
'V Benjaminse printing......... 8 50
M Hoogesteger
5 25
J Lagestee building side walk ____ 5 57
.1 Verplanke sundries ........... 3 06

M “ “st
.

.

.

room

“

D

Post, docket, jour’l, stationery, etc ..................... 24
B Grootenhuis surveying ........ 6
•I Alin* 1-0 con) stone. ......... 1
C Hot labor on street ........... 11
.1 W Bosnian,brick &c .......... 5
A Klavenga street labor 1875.
2
T Keppel lime lath &c ..........3
Expenses in suit of Holland harbor board .................. 50
L Hieftje hauling cannon ....... 1
P & A Steketee mourning trimmings .................
5

...

G Heckhuis teamwork .......... 6
N Kenyon 1-5 cord stone ........ 1
G Van Scltelven sketch and copies 50
P Koning sal Marshal ........... 89
acting
&c ....... 32

“

.1

C

“

Dykema

blacksmithing

......

5

H Boone livery .................6
H Meyer & Co cen pole <fcc ...... 8

.......... 8

L T Kanters stationary
Total

....................$5 868

DISBURSEMENTS

01

00
17

00
00
50
02

.

G

.

.

DUURSEMA

38
75

a well assorted stock

“Hackmetack” a new and

trade, go

KOFFERS,

&

dealers in

Goods,
Goods,

Notions and Trimmings,

Dry

Hats & Caps,

Furnishing

Clothing,

Groceries,

Crockery,

F]0ur &, Feed,

Stoneware,

.

Peerebolte .....

- -

RIVER STREET. -

delightful

Provisions, etc

AND, IVTIOH

TIOI/L

Perfume sold by the above dealers.

Total .................

Bk

it known:— That the above and
foregoing annual report of the city Irons
urer, with the disbursements in detail of
the several funds and the report of the
commi'tee on annual settlement, represent
and set forth a true and correct statement
of the receipts and expendituresof the cormration , during the fiscal year ending on
the third Monday of March,’ 1877, showing
the amount of all taxes raised during the
present year for all purposes; the amount
raised for each fund; the amount levied
by each special assessment;the amount of

Dead Animals.
The question has been for a long time
what will you do with dead animals. The
undersigned whose place ofbusi ness is near
Metz’s Tannery, will bold himself inreadinesss to remove all dead animals at his
own expense, by simply notifying him

We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge tor themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.

W

thereof.

Bendard Wick.
Holland, Aug.

28,

1876.

2!)-ly

money borrowed, and upon what time and
guliifitisonentsi.
terms, and for what purpose; and the
items and amounts received from all other
sources during the year and the objects
thereof; the amount and items of all indebtedness outstanding against the city
and to whom payable, and the rate of interest; the amount of salary or compensation paid or payable to each officer of the NO.
EIGHTH STREET.
city for the fiscal year, and such other information as is necessaryto a full underDrU£8,
standing of the financial concerns of the
city, in accordance with the provisions of
Medicines,
Soc. 26 and 27, of Title XXI, of the city

A. IsT

Holland, Mich., November

DOESBURG,
mn m mmm.
and

.

5, 1875.

CITY HOTEL,

- -

Paints
Oils
40 charter.
Are
sold
as
cheap
at
this
Dnift
Store
as
at any
J. VAN LANDEGEND, Mayor.
00
other. Medicineswarrantedto be strictlypure.
John A Roost, City Clerk.
58
25
Trusses,
[Official.]
30
00
Chamois Skins,
Common Council.
00
Tuesday, March 20, 1877.
Counter, Cloth,
57
The Common Council met in regular
Hair and
•ession and was called to order by the
18
Mayor.
Paint Brushes.

T E D

Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.

J. 0.
70,

00
50

lo ser,

of Goods for the Fall and Winter
and call at the store of

4

11

II

If you wish

.

Lmrj,

Sale

HOLLAND, MIOH.

dM

Stable,

BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.
Fine horse* and beautiful carriages,cutters,and
all kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at oui
stable at reasonable rates.

GOOD TURNOUTS^ GUARANTEED.

GIVE USX TRIAL,

The Proprietorannounce* to the Pubic that n#
flRS

T-C

LA

8

^

Shi^very mspecL

The Rooms

U0U“

are spacious

well furnished with

new

and
and

elegant furniture.

TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.
Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupell.

Office

E. J.

Holland, Dec. 2,

1876.

42-ly

on First

Floor.

For the convenienceof Commercial
Agents a large and well lighted sample

Fire
room has been fitted up on the
Present: Kanters, Matrau, Minderhout,
See item of Brcyman, Dykema and the Clerk.
All the leading Patent Medicines In the market.
ground floor. Livery connectA full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold In
$760. 15 in Report of City Treamrer.
Minutes of the previous meeting were bottle or by measnre.
ed with the Hotel.
C. G. Carlton, bal 400 feet of hose. $316 88 read and approved.
MANUFACTURER OF
J. O. DOESBURG.
G. J. Dinkeloo glazing ............ 1 00
Bollard,Mich., July 29, 1878.
petitions.
J. W. MINDERHOUT, Prop’r.
P. & E. Winters repairing engines. 8 88
Of
Eagle
Fire
Co.,
No.
1,
asking
for
H. Van pell leather for packing. .. 2 75
Light &
Wagons.
Salaries Engine Co. No. ......... 90 00 certificates, number of members 23.—
G. Nauta sawing-wood. . ........ 94 Granted.
etc.
J. Van Landegend wood .......... 2 75
Of Mr. J. Dewell relative to auctioneers
J. Duursema &
“ .......... 5 10 license stating that he would give $20 per
G. Van Kerkfoort keeping fires. ... 8 00 year as resident auctioneer and 3 per cent,
Also sole Agent for the
Wm. Van Putlen oil, paints, &c. .. 2 50 for goods sold from outside.— Referred to
A Leitel, repairing engine No. 1.. 46 00 Com. on Ways and Means.
SalariesStar Hook and Ladder Co. 49 50
Of D. Sluiter to ring the bell as formerly I will pay the highest market
D DeVries oil etc ................5 71 for $50 per year.— Laid on table.
prices for all meats.
H Walsh oil etc for engine ........ 1 65
iisra.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
ACCOUNT.
R Kanters bal one year rent ....... 43 75
This wsgon is the best wagon in use In this State, they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
The following bills were presented for The
the only slope-spokedwagon manufac
M Junkman oil etc for engine ......
7 04
prices and
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
lured. It Is a better wagon than the Jack.1 Klootwijk sawing-wood .........
5 25 payment:
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfactionto
son Wagon, and I will sell them just a*
B.
Ledeboer
................................
$5
75
J W Ten Haaf wood per contract.
all those who wish to favor them with part of theli
30 58
cheap, and give a written wananty
paid for Hides.
J Beukema cleaning engine No. 2.
for one year. Wagons of my
5 10 —Referred to Com. on Claims and Acgown manufactur# I will
G J Dinkeloo cleaning fire engine
counts.
The stand is one door west of G. J. Hareikate A
I will sell cheaper than
sell for
Son’s Hardware Store.
room ........................ 3 oo
REPORT OP COMMITTEES.
one in this City.
W. BUTKAU,
C. Rot sawing-wood ..............4 50
J. VAN ZOEREN.
The Committee on Poor reported giving
JACOB KUITE.
O—
Salaries Columbia Co No 2 ........ 103 50
Holland, July 14, 1876.
Holland.Feb. 14, 1874.
46 2-s
statement of money expended &e., and
balance on hand. — Referredback for corTotal ........................ $760 15
rection.
General Blacksmithing done with neatnes*
aid dispatch.
DISBURSEMENTSin detail of the Poor Committee on Public Buildings and
Walsh's

Department

in detail of the

J.PLIENAI,

—

Fund.

Top or Open Buggies

1

Meat Market,

*

.

Heavy

MEAT MARKET

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

Co

—

IN THE

Jacob Unite.

FIRST WARD.

SOUTH BEND,

Highest market

,

.

any

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH

-

Work

All

Fund.—

item of $1,854.22 in Report
of City Trtaturer.

Te Roller ..................... $404 60
Werkraan & Sons ................276 66
G Van Putten ...................177 23
1) DeVries ......................93 06
DBKVanRaalte ....... ........ 4 1)0
P & A Steketee .................. 13 50
G Peerebolte .....................
105 50
J Duursema & Co ...............10 00
A Flietstra ......................
100 00
Fifleld& Westveer ............... 86 50
Mrs Boeve ......................11 37
M P Visser .....................
3 50
M Junkman ..................... 3 00
.1 Van Landegend ................
9 10
D Sluiter ........................27 00
E Herold ........................ 7 50
G Wakker ...................... 17 00
It Meengs ....................... 4 00
A Westveer ...................... 4 00
J M Reidsema ...................18 50
J Nibbeling ....................
4 00
Verplanke & Bolhuis ............7 00
H Elferdlnk ................ 1130
Mrs Kooijers ....................88 00
G J Te Vaarwerk ................ 8 00
H Boone & Co ...................13 00
SK<W*» ........................4100
Poor Committee as per reports. . 360 00
1)

’

W&

.

Tola* ......................

$1,854 22

townhouse— expense $20.— Accepted.

Treasurer reported for the
March.— Filed.

Planing

month of

City Physician reported having attended
3 cases.— Filed.

Of
And we

are

,

confident we can satisfy all whe

Planing, Matching,

at 6}^ o’clock,

John

Most Approved Patterns;

the

Or Re-Sawing .Done.

A. Roost, City Clerk.

WE HAVE

special Notices.

DR/IT

I. 0. of 0- F.
192. Independent Order
Odd Fellow*, holds its regular meutlnge *t Odd
Fellow*’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evonlne
of each week.
Visiting brother*are cordially Invliod.
Hoi,

land City Lodge, No.

of

N. W. Bacon, R.

8.

^

*

*'“"**

A

SPECIALITY.

AND BLINDS.

Or anything la our line, manufactured on short

noti.e.

A Regular Cnramnnlcation of Unitt Lodge
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Maaonlc Halil
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening.March
28, at 7

o’clock, sharp.

rv>

,

J-

81

W.M.

W. VERBEEK 4

H.

Historical Fact.— Every agent
Improved
$20 Homestead Sewing Machine for three
years, owns his dwelling house, has a good

The

has been steadily selling the

following is a statement of the present outstandingindebtedness of the city of account in bank, is clear of debt, and has
Holland:
money at interest,— the natural consequence of securing a good agency for sucm.
perior goods at the lowest prices. A good
Temt
nporary Loan for
for General

Co.

cent

CANDY

a

Can’t be made by every agent every t\
»In
in the bnsfness
we famish, hut

0/0/ month

those willing to

work

can eaallyearn a

JT

V V U

U*

TT

8ale in

A

ta,

Maine.

in

use— For

New

Yo,k for

tbe Past 80 years, but
new in this State.

dozen dollars a day right In their own localities.
Have no room to explain here. Businesspleasant
and honorable. Women, and boys and girls do as
well as men. We will famish yon a completeOut
lit free. The business pays better than anything
else. We will bear expense of starting you. Particulars free. Write snd see. Farmers and mechanics, 1 heir sons and daughters, and all classes
in need of paying work at home, should write to us
and learn all about the work at once. Now Is the
time. Don't delay. AddressTrui & Co., Augus-

ForSnle by
or ounce.

the

pound

PLEASANT TO TAKE.

TRY

IT.

N. B.— Dealers sup

5-17

plied at wholesale
City

Drug

Store.

48-8mo
11 TH1 wonilio CLASS.— We are now prepared
to famish all classes with constant employment at
home, the whole of the time, or for their spare
moments. Bnsiness new light and profitable.
Personsof either sex easily earn fiom 50 cents to
$5 per evening, and a proportional sum by devotHOLLAND, MICH.,
ing their whole time to the basiness, Bovs snd
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Col
fins earn nearly as mnehasmen.That all who
see this notice may send their address, and test the lection bneiuees. Collections made on all points
bnsiness we make this unparalleled offer: To such in the United States and Europe. Particular atten
as are not well satisfiedwe will send one dollar to tion paid to the collections0/ Banks and Bankers.
pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars, Remittances made on day of payment. All busisamples worth several dollars to commence work ness entrusted to me shall b^ve prompt attenon, and a copy of Home and Fireside, one of the tion Interest allowed on time deposits, snbj#ct
largestand best Illustrated Publications, all sent to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
frerby mall. Reader, If yon want permanent, and sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europ*4
soldaupy office.
profitablework, address, Giottos Stinson A Co.,
N. KENYON.
Portland, Maine. 105

Nathan Kenyon, Banker

tf

NOTICE! 5-17
I the nnderslgnedhaving become sole proprietor
of the fnrnitnre honse, formerly under the firm
name of

J.

M. Reidsema & Son.

Now

offers his complete stock «f Goods cor
listing of

Machine, most useful- Furniture,
reliable at all times, easy to understand
Carpets,
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT DISTRICTS.
and control, the same size and does the
Eighth street ImprovementBonds
same work as any machines that sell at
Oilcloths,
being interest at 10 per cent $7,200.00 four lima the price. There is no machine
WallPaper,
at any price better, or that will do finer or
River street Improvement Bonds
being interestat 8 per cent $2,400.00 more work, and certainly none so low in
Window Shades,
price bv many dollars. The “ Homestead”
Total ..................... $9,600.00 is widely known snd used in thousands of
Feather Beds,
families in the Eastern and Middle States, Feathers
SALARIES.
and daily becoming popular In the West.
Amounts dne city officers at the expira- It will save its cost several times over in
tion of their terras of office, April 1, 1877:
PRICES.
one season, doing the work of the family,
Treasurerand Collector .........t 25 00 or will earn four or five dollars a day for
All the goods are marked down, and I hereby sel
City Marshal ....................52 78
Icit the good will and patronageof the public.
an^man or woman who sews for a livin
City Clerk ...................... 18 75
e strongest machine made, is ready
SIMON KIEDSEMA.
at all times to do its work, makes the
Holland,
Mich.,
Oct. 18, 1876.
Total .................... $9658
strongest snd finest stitch yet Invented,
Amounts due city offiers at the expira- and Is folly acknowledged as* the Standard
tion of ibeir terms of office, May 1, 1877: Family Sewing Machine. Price, complete
Director of the Poor ........... . $ 12 50 for domestic use, $20, delivered at your rpiIE following describedLota in the City of
Holland, I will sell at the following prices:
City Attorney ........ .......... gg
door, no matter how remote you may reLot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G. West Addition $175
OitV Physician ...............
50 00 side. Business permanent and honorable, each ; Lot 18, Block 8. Lot 0, Block 11, South West
Chief Eng Fire Dept ............ 12 50 with more certain and rapid sales, and Addition $17heaeb. Lots 1.2, 3. 4, 5^6 In Block
larger profits than any other. Extraordi- 25, as organizedplat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$225 each, except Lots
A 2 which are $300 e*ch.
Total./ ................. ;.$ at II nary liberaloffers made to local or travel- Aleo 6 lots Weet of First avenue at $125 each. The
ing agents where we have none estab. above will bo sold for a small payment down. Alao
ORDERS ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING.
10. 11, 12. 18, and 14. in Block
lished; or, if there is no agent near you, the following Lota
General Fund.
E. Lota
5 and 6 in Block H. The above will
send your order direct to the factory. AdL D Vissers .....................
70 dress John H. Kendull & Co., 421 Broad- be abld on long credit and amall payments down.
Apply to,
A Flietstra.
75 1 way, New York.
per

The best COUGH

FLIEMAN.

1875.

An

of Holland,
March W, A. D. 1877.

at 10

AAA

^

£

1,

rales at the

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A

F. & A. H.

Holland, September

STEAM

IKIILlSr

DOORS, SASH

Speciality
J.

Mill.

want

Council adjourned until Wednesday
evening

Cough Candy.

Horse Shoeing a

The Select Committeegave not ce of the
following ordinances: Relative to Public
Health, Health Officer, and to Provide for
the Poor of the city.
In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
REPORT OF CITY OFFICERS.

who

Common Coukcil Rooms, City

Fund

Warranted.

FHCEITIX

Grounds reported having re-insuredthe

T t\
*
J. O. Doisiorg,Sec'y.

OIT? INDEBTEDNESS.

--

........ $300.00

first-class Sewing

1875.

FALL AND

WINTER. 1876.

Millinery, Toys ani Pancy Goods.
And

a full line in Ladies’

Furnishing Goods,

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

Cloaking, Fall

and

all

and Winter

and

Shawls,

kinds of Gloves.

&

GREATLY REDUCED

Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make

FOR BALE.

n

•

A

Beautiful Furs, and

of

1

9,

$

2,

4.

M. D.

HOWARD.

Fur Cloak

Call and

a specialty.

trimming, and a large variety

Ornamental Feathers.

Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.

LAS.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET - - - - HOLLAND, MICH

